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rOREWORD 

Along with complete game shutouts, wooden tennis rackets, and relevant boxers, here's 

another athletic relic: the sports movie. True, there are still fine sports documentaries (more, in 

fact, than ever) and sports-themed adaptations (Moneyball) getting released. But gone are the 

days when studios stuffed the box office with movies on the order of Bull Durham, Slapshot, 

Hoosiers and even The Replacements. The official explanation: the current coin of the realm is 

the overseas market and somehow stories of, say, Shoeless Joe Jackson emerging from a 

cornfield get lost in translation between Iowa and Mumbai, Shanghai or Dubai. 

But I'd submit that there's another reason: sports need no fictionalizing. No script can compete 

with the plot twists, drama and melodrama that sports provide authentically and organically. 

Envision a pitch meeting at a studio, impeccably dressed and copiously moussed Hollywood 

tastemakers seated around a mahogany table. And then getting laughed out of the room for 

offering these fanciful premises: 

• Likeable Asian-American kid graduates from Harvard and has serious game, but is 

overlooked by NBA teams. Even his hometown club cuts him loose after a season. He's 

on the verge of getting demoted to the minors when the woebegone New York Knicks 

give him a shot. He lights up Kobe Bryant, breathes life into the moribund Knicks and 

becomes an overnight star in the world's media capital. 

• Openly religious NFL quarterback has obvious flaws in his game but his faith is 

unshakeable. When finally given the chance to start, he orchestrates a series of fourth

quarter comebacks-one less probable than the next-leading his team to the playoffs and 

polarizing a nation in the process. 

• A golf champion becomes the most celebrated athlete on the planet, his excellence on the 

course supplemented by an image of dignity, control, and personal modesty. As he's about 

to assault the sport's all-time record for Major titles, his marriage (and aura) disintegrate 

and his career derailed after he plays a starring role in a tawdry sex scandal. 

Sports also give us stranger-than-fiction helpings on a smaller scale. There is a bottomless 

reservoir of absurdity, idiocy, and tactlessness. Consider the New Zealand's Olympic medalists' 

inability to bring their victory olive wreaths home from the Athens Olympics because of 

quarantine regulations. Or the Florida Marlins selling advertising rights to the standard legal 

disclaimer on their broadcasts ("You may not rebroadcast or retransmit ... ") to a local attorney. 

Or the man who sold on eBay the original copy of the speeding ticket Red Wings goalie 

Dominik Hasek received prior to losing Game 1 of the 2002 Stanley Cup Finals. 



Sports Illustrated has accumulated these you-must-be-joking moments and filed them under the 

heading "This Week's Sign That The Apocalypse Is Upon Us." It's been a staple of the 

magazine for nearly 20 years, a reliable source of amusement, humor and wit. But here's the 

thing: those Signs of the Apocalypse? Somehow they reassure us that everything is right in the 

world of sports. 

-L. Jon Wertheim 



INTRODUCTION 

Just before I took over the editing of Sports Illustrated's Scorecard section in 1993, I saw a 

television ad in which David Carradine, who starred in the 1970s TV series, Kung Fu, was 

hawking a t' ai chi workout video. The series had been about a Shaolin monk, K wai Chang 

Caine, who traveled through the Old West, weaponless of course, searching for his half-brother 

and reaching into his martial arts bag of tricks to dispatch a couple dozen bad guys on every 

episode. You know, the kind of thing that happened all the time back then. The series, ridiculous 

yet irresistible, made a cult hero out of Carradine, and it seemed both sad and amusing that, 

many years and many pounds later, this guy who was born in Hollywood into a well-known 

acting family was making an Eastern-oriented workout video. Then again, themed workout 

videos seemed funny themselves twenty years ago. 

It wasn't a major story, or even a minor one, but my charge from SI editor Mark Mulvoy had 

been to make Scorecard "a little more fun," and this seemed perfect. Scorecard had always been 

-and to an extent remains-the conscience of the magazine, serious in its meditations, the 

parochial-school nun rapping your fingers with a ruler. I remember talking to the late Jim 

Valvano in the mid-1980s about how he attacks his weekly Sports Illustrated. "I'm careful to 

read that Scorecard section first," he said, "just so I can be sure what fish or birds are going to be 

extinct and take care that I'm not doing anything wrong. Then I can move on to the more 

interesting stuff." 

So with Valvano's comments and Mulvoy's dictate in mind, I came up with the idea of running a 

short item about Carradine, without comment, under the headline "This Week's Sign That The 

Apocalypse Is Upon Us." I can't remember why I came up with "Apocalypse" other than I found 

its absurd overstatement humorous and the whole thing could be nicely twinned with the 

venerable "They Said It," a Scorecard staple for decades. It did lead me to discover that the word 

itself, now charged through and through with biblical doom, does not literally mean "end of the 

world." It means, from the ancient Greek, "lifting of the veil," i.e. the revealing of something not 

known, in effect, a prophecy or revelation. The fact that so many "apocalypses" were related to 

the end of the world changed the meaning. And, not incidentally, we are pleased to be bringing 

you this in 2012, the end of the world according to the Mayan calendar. 

The concept of a weekly "Apocalypse" was a bit of a hard sell with some of the higher-ups at SI, 

but most of my colleagues, and many readers, got it immediately and began bringing potential 

Apocalypses to the attention of myself and Rich O'Brien, with whom I co-edited the section. 

The rules for the weekly Apocalypse just kind of evolved. It had to be an item that, in and of 

itself, was not worthy of major coverage. The O.J. Simpson murder case, which happened early 



in the life of the Apocalypse, for example, was not a candidate; it was front-page stuff all the 

way. But in the wake of the grisly attacks, the over-covered trial and the increasingly pathetic 

saga of the one-time-crossover-hero-turned-national-joke came a glut of O.J.-related 

Apocalypses. O.J. was one of those gifts that kept on giving, and I suspect there will be Juice

related Apocalypses until the day he dies. 

Rich and I decided that the Apocalypses, like that first one about Carradine, would be devoid of 

editorial comment; the item itself, coupled with the vastly overblown rubric, would constitute 

the statement. "Sometimes, though, you could have a little fun with the deadpan delivery without 

violating the rule," notes O'Brien, "as when we identified Queen Elizabeth with the helpful 

phrase 'ruler of Britain."' We also decided that the Apocalypses should be one sentence, no 

matter how complicated the information that had to be given; that was just a little writing 

exercise that amused and sometimes perplexed us. 

What was the subject matter? Bad taste, unchecked egomania, pretentiousness, duelessness, 

bureaucratic nonsense, egregious sportsmanship, men and women behaving badly, all the good 

stuff that rides shotgun with the grace and nobility of sport. Or, as O'Brien puts it, "Every week 

we found ourselves faced with seemingly innumerable instances of folly, excess, cravenness, 

stupidity, inanity, tastelessness and outright criminality ... and that was just in the youth sports." 

We saw the Apocalypse as a weekly Theater of the Absurd writ small. We looked first for an 

item that made us laugh because we didn't want it to be another exercise in Scorecard finger 

wagging. We wanted readers like Valvano to smile at it. And if it wasn't going to be funny, 

making people mad would be a nice consolation prize. 

I knew we were on to something when, after a year or two, the expression began to creep into 

the lexicon. Even today, if you Google "This Week's Sign of the Apocalypse," you'll get dozens 

and dozens of references to some form of the expression, a few of them acknowledging that they 

took their clue from SI. I admit that at first it got me angry when someone used it without 

attribution, but that was kind of silly; try to imagine Thomas Wolfe complaining every time 

someone wrote, "You can't go home again" without giving him credit. Now I'm just happy that 

the phrase will apparently endure as a way to illustrate the absurd not only in sports but also in 

politics, music, art, whatever. 

In preparing this book, I re-read every Apocalypse that has run over the last 20 years and found 

precious few variations from the original paradigm. In a few instances the Apocalypse ran more 

than one sentence, and I even came across a couple of agonizing examples when an editorial 

comment was written into the item. It bugged the hell out of me, particularly since one of them 

occurred on my Scorecard watch, which ran on and off for six years. That was in the Feb. 14, 

1994 issue when the Apocalypse read: "Trees died so that a writer named Bob Andelman could 

produce a tome entitled Why Men Watch Football, which theorizes, among other things, that 

football 'gives us men something to talk about."' The phrase "trees died" shouldn't have been in 

there. 



With the July 24, 2000 issue, the rubric was shortened to "This Week's Sign of the Apocalypse," 

and it became simply "Sign of the Apocalypse" with the Oct. 3, 2005 issue. I was not consulted 

on either name change but of course found both modifications to be apocalyptic, as did Rich 

O'Brien. From what I understand, though, SI was not exactly deluged with letters of protest; the 

important thing, I suppose, is that the word "Apocalypse" still appears. 

Whatever the nomenclature, it's gratifying to see that the Apocalypse has held up. In one 

respect, the challenge of coming up with that one sentence that says so much is the same as it 

always was, "getting something ridiculous yet momentous, and no racier than R-rated," as SI 

editor Dick Friedman, who edited Scorecard for a while, puts it. Adds Steve Cannella, now SI's 

baseball editor but who early in my tenure was the Scorecard fact-checker and later its editor: 

"There will always be an appetite to laugh at the stupidity/obsession/greed/foibles of others." 

On the other hand, the Apocalypse has gotten tougher for editors like O'Brien, who, much to my 

delight, is back editing Scorecard along with Adam Duerson. We were Internet infants when the 

Apocalypse began, and now there are sports websites, damn good ones, dedicated to little else 

except finding the apocalyptic side of sports. "Deadspin is pretty much 40% Apocalypse-type 

material," says Cannella. "Or even Hot Clicks on Sl.com, or any viral YouTube hit." 

Our obsession in the beginning was to run an item that nobody else had, always the gold 

standard in the news business, but it's getting harder and harder to do that. "When Mark Bechtel 

and I were editing the section," says Cannella, "we rejected a lot of good candidates that 

would've made the cut in yesteryear because they had already made the rounds of the websites. 

We had an internal rule to try to avoid anything that had been on Deadspin, and that made life 

hard sometimes." 

Plus, Sports Illustrated has always prided itself on its fact-checking, and there was nothing more 

disappointing than coming across some irresistibly apocalyptic item and finding out that it didn't 

check out. Other times the outlandish would turn out to be true. I'll never forget the day that 

Rich and I stumbled upon an Apocalypse that we still consider among our favorites: The barber 

at the prison where Ted Kaczynski, the infamous Unabomber, was being held, was collecting the 

convict's hair with plans to make fishing lures out of it called "Bombers." We held our breath 

while reporter Cannella made some calls, and finally came rushing into my office hours before 

deadline. 

"It's true!" Steve said. "It checks out! The woman is making the lures." It was a glorious 

moment, knowing that we could widely publicize such a hilarious example of poor taste. 

Speaking of taste, we are always aware that the same small story that one person considers to be 

an Apocalypse looks like a smiley-faced Hallmark greeting card to someone else. Friedman 

brought to my attention an Apocalypse that ran recently about a British bride who handcrafted 

her wedding gown from the vintage jerseys of her husband-to-be's favorite soccer team. It was 

followed hard upon by a letter from an angry reader that read, in part: "Years and Years of 'Sign 



of the Apocalypse' has made SI's Scorecard staff irretrievably cynical. Anyone with half a heart 

could see the countless hours of love that went into that dress." 

I really do see both sides, and it was a wonderful letter. The editors in this case saw the humor in 

the thing, the reader saw the beauty. The line is a thin one. And what readers should remember is 

that the obvious overstatement is, in many cases, part of the joke. We have yet to come upon 

anything that truly signals the end of civilization. Except some of the parent stuff. That comes 

close. 

We've listed the Apocalypses chronologically by issue date. To go through them year by year is 

to retrace-and I hope this doesn't sound too apocalyptically pretentious-our cultural history. 

Many of the things we found astoundingly crass in the early 90s are now routine. "As the 

standards for acceptable public behavior have sunk," says Cannella, "the standard of what feels 

'apocalyptic' has risen." Cannella recalls an early item expressing our incredulity that a 

jockstrap belonging to Yankees reliever Goose Gossage was being auctioned off. "Rather than 

being absurd, it now seems kind of quaint and adorable since we're all numb to money-grubbing 

ex -athletes." 

In retrospect, the Apocalypse probably came along at what O'Brien calls "the perfect sweet spot 

in sports/sports fan history." There wasn't nearly the hype and self-celebratory involvement in 

sports in the 1960s, 70s and even early 80s. By the latter part of the 80s, everything in sports was 

fully-blown, but it seemed like the real-time media, the pre-Internet media, hadn't caught up to it 

yet. "Now everything is so over-the-top, widely and immediately chronicled, tweeted, blogged, 

and retweeted," says O'Brien, "that it would've seemed quaint to introduce the concept now." 

But the fact that our culture has changed makes it all the more important that the Apocalypse 

function as a statement about crassness and our collective immunity to it, a small reminder that, 

once in a while, could we please not name our seventh-inning stretch after a beverage company. 

You will notice in this collection an unusual number of items from across the pond; British 

soccer and the Mother Country itself have always presented a never-ending source of 

apocalyptic material. Some of our favorites defy classification and are listed under our 

"Apocalypse Hall of Fame." You will find the Unabomber's barber there, as well as another one 

that has become my all-time personal favorite: It involves stick ponies. In many cases, we 

updated items, though most of them deserve to stand untouched, eternally apocalyptic. There are 

also several short sections which bring to light subject matter that wasn't covered by the 

Apocalypses, apocra-flication if you will. 

Please enjoy. And if you ever come across an item that strikes you as properly apocalyptic, 

please send it in. Quite often the stories that reveal the most are the ones that can be told in one 

sentence. 

-Jack McCallum 



OBSESSION 

Sports, celebrities, and the fanaticism they 

• • 1nsp1re 

David Beckham: the face that launched a thousand obsessions. 

10/2/95 In a barroom argument over team supremacy last week in San Diego, a 

Raiders fan bit off most of the right ear of a San Diego Chargers fan. 

Thirty-five Kansas City football fans last week signed up for Chiefs Grief, a 

therapy session designed to help people get over the team's Jan. 7 playoff loss 

to the Indianapolis Colts. 

1/22/96 

3/25/96 A Vermont freshman allowed doctors to extract bone marrow from her spine 

for a medical study to earn the $90 she needed to buy tickets for the ECAC 

hockey playoffs. 



A pair of slightly-worn first-edition Air Jordan basketball shoes from 1986 

were bought last week at auction by a Japanese businessman for $22,000. 
6/16/97 

7/13/98 Eight prisoners, including a murderer and a rapist, escaped from a jail in 

Rayong, Thailand, while guards, engrossed in the telecast of the Croatia

Germany World Cup match, ignored security monitors. 

Fans at the Australian Open besieged court attendants in hopes of taking home 

anything Anna Kournikova had touched; one towel boy was offered $63 for a 

sweat-soaked Kournikova towel-and refused to give it up. 

2/8/99 

1/17/00 A German scientist-and tennis fan-named a newly discovered species of 
sea snail Bufonaria borisbeckeri. 

Citing the sport's role in "creating understanding between people," a Swedish 

legislator nominated soccer for the 2001 Nobel Peace Prize. 
1/29/01 

Upon further review ... Soccer has yet to snag its Nobel after failing in 2001, the year that Kofi 

Annan and the United Nations were honored. 

6/18/01 Birmingham City, an English First Division soccer team, is offering 

personalized funeral packages complete with coffins in team colors and 

scattering of ashes at the stadium. 

The English soccer team Manchester United says it has up to 1,800 deceased 

season ticket holders, whose families haven't notified the club of the deaths 

for fear of losing rights to the tickets. 

12/9/02 

12/16/02 A Buccaneers fan has purchased season tickets in four sections of Raymond 

James Stadium so that he can watch each quarter from a different angle. 

The American Dairy Association has sculpted a life-sized replica of NASCAR 

driver Terry Labonte's car out of 3,500 pounds of cheese. 
5/12/03 

6/30/03 Women in Japan have been styling their pubic hair after David Beckham's 

mohawk. 



David Beckham's July 1 physical exam for Real Madrid was broadcast on 

pay-per-view TV in Spain. 
8/18/03 

6/27/05 Gillette gave David Beckham a $50,000 diamond-encrustred razor for 
Father's Day. 

A man who pleaded guilty to charges of attempt to kill and robbery asked to 

have three years added to his 30-year sentence so his prison term would 

match Larry Bird's jersey number. 

10/31/05 

1/30/06 A Denver doctor offered a free vasectomy in exchange for tickets to the AFC 

Championship Game. 

Alabama football coach Mike Shula had to switch churches after being 

hounded by autograph seekers, including one who was waiting at the end of 

the communion line with a football. 

5/15/06 

12/17/06 An online auction site in New Zealand is selling food scraps-including a 
French fry and a half -eaten corncob-from meals David Beckham had while 

in the country. 

Upon further review ... A complete line of Beckham products is available from Beckham 

Magazine, an online fanzine. 

The president of an Italian soccer club received a bloody goat's head wrapped in 

Christmas paper from an anonymous fan. 
1/8/07 

10/8/07 A Seattle company is selling Seahawks-themed soda in flavors that include 
Dirt, Natural Field Turf and Perspiration. 

A 102-year-old woman from Lincolnshire, England, posed nude for a 

calendar to raise money for a local soccer team. 
11/26/07 

Upon further review ... On Nov. 28, 2011, Calendar Granny Nora Hardwick celebrated her 

106th birthday. Of her photo shoot, Ms. Hardwick said they "draped a bit of pink cloth around 

my shoulders," and "you couldn't see any of the bits or anything." Myriad nude sports-oriented 



calendars have appeared since Ms. Hardwick de-robed, but she seems to be the only centenarian 

who has appeared in them. 

4/28/08 Some in the crowd of 57,000 booed when Boston was mentioned during the 

papal Mass at Yankee Stadium on Sunday. 

A mob of Argentine soccer fans hijacked two city buses at knifepoint to get 

to a match in Buenos Aires on time. 
11/24/08 

2/8/10 The German Bundesliga team Hamburg is building a soccer-themed cemetery 

with a goal-shaped entrance and tiered plots sculpted to resemble stadium 

seating. 

Throughout college football's national signing day on Feb. 3, Alabama's 

athletics website, rolltide.com, streamed a live feed of the department's fax 

machine. 

2/15/10 

5/17/10 A man who stole a $1,200 autographed Wayne Gretzky jersey off the wall of a 
sports bar in Bismarck, N.D., was arrested after he wore the jersey in public 

that same day. 

Upon further review ... Mark Stevens, the alleged jersey swiper, bugged out on his first 

preliminary hearing charge and, after being picked up in Texas on a bench warrant, was 

scheduled to appear in the summer of 2012. 

For her Dec. 21 nuptials, a 38-year-old Englishwoman made her own wedding 

gown by stitching together parts of vintage jerseys from the groom's favorite 

soccer team, Manchester City. 

1/9/12 

3/12/12 A Home Depot in Tuscaloosa has replaced its traditional aisle numbers with 

numerals corresponding to the years of the Crimson Tide's 14 football national 

championships. 

Police had to be called to a dialysis clinic in Georgetown, Ky., on March 26, 

five days before Kentucky and Louisville met in the Final Four, to break up an 
4/9/12 

altercation between two patients: a 68-year-old Wildcats fan and a 71-year-old Cardinals fan. 



JUST PLAIN SAD 

Can't anyone rest in peace? 

This is NOT the death mask of Ted Williams. This is Ted Williams. 

11/29/93 Up for bid at Leyland's sports auction last week in New York City was a 
package of 1950s Ted Williams (unauthorized) "Champ" prophylactics. 

Former USC running backs Anthony Davis and Charles White will oppose 

former Notre Dame running backs Allen Pinkett and Vagas Ferguson in the 

first-ever American Gladiators college edition, to be aired on Nov. 19. 

10/24/94 

10/31/94 On last Sunday's World Championship Wrestling "Halloween Havoc" card 
in Detroit, after Hulk Hogan defeated Ric Flair in a match refereed by Mr. 

T, Hogan was presented his belt by Muhammad Ali. 

After receiving an ESPY at the ESPN awards show on Feb. 12, four-time 

Olympic sprint champion Evelyn Ashford said that it meant more to her than 

winning a gold medal. 

2/26/96 



6/24/96 An Illinois-based memorabilia company is marketing Major League 
Baseball's officially licensed Mickey Mantle Sluggers Series beer steins. 

Upon further review ... The Mantle beer steins came out about a year after The Mick's death, 

which was due, in part, to his heavy drinking. 

The Las Vegas Club Hotel & Casino is offering limited-edition gaming chips 

honoring track and field great Jesse Owens. 
8/5/96 

12/23/96 WBC super lightweight champion Oscar De La Hoya gave his 1992 

Olympic gold medal, which at the time of his victory he dedicated to his 

late mother, to his promoter, Bob Arum, as a birthday present. 

Former heavyweight champion Riddick (Big Daddy) Bowe, 29, has applied for 

a $10.49-an-hour job as a school guard in Upper Marlboro, Md. 
6/9/97 

8/16/99 A memorabilia dealer is selling so-called DiMaggio deathbed balls, priced 
between $1,200 and $1,500, that the Yankee Clipper signed shortly before he 

died. 

The executors of Joe DiMaggio's estate have sold a game-worn uniform 

from 1951, his final season, to Upper Deck, which plans to cut it up and 

distribute the pieces inside packs of trading cards. 

6/26/00 

7/31/00 The XFL's Chicago franchise will be coached by Dick Butkus. 

Upon further review ... Among the greatest linebackers of all-time, Butkus 

never did coach the Chicago Enforcers, who, like the rest of the XFL, lasted only one season. 

Two other Butkus ventures also never got far-the "Qwik-Cook Grill" and a line of "Butkus 

Boots." 

The Minor League Bisbee-Douglas (Ariz.) Copper Kings are holding a Ted 

Williams Night, on which the first 500 fans will receive free Popsides. 
5/26/03 

3/15/04 Pete Rose will be inducted into the World Wrestling Entertainment Hall of 

Fame. 



Upon further review ... Other non-wrestlers in the WWE Hall besides Rose are Drew Carey, 

Bob Uecker and William "Refrigerator" Perry. 

A New York City gallery is displaying a work the artist says is Ted Williams's 

death mask. 
9/5/05 

Upon further review ... Besides the Splendid Splinter's death mask, which does not seem to be 

his actual death mask, the oeuvre of Indiana-born sculptor Daniel Edwards includes a 

representation of Britney Spears giving birth on her hands and knees, a topless Hillary Clinton 

and Suri Cruise's bronzed baby poop. A book has alleged that the corpse of Williams has been 

"gruesomely mistreated" at the Arizona-based cryonics lab to which it was sent after his death. 

11/14/05 The clothes that Len Bias wore at the 1986 NBA draft, two days before he 
died of a drug overdose, were sold on eBay for $6,000. 

A 33-year-old Green Bay woman allegedly stole her estranged 15-year-old 

daughter's identity and enrolled in high school because she wanted to be a 

cheerleader. 

9/22/08 

Upon further review ... In 2010, an appeals court in Madison, Wis., upheld three years of 

confinement in a mental health facility for Wendy Brown, who used her daughter's name and 

Social Security number in an effort to enroll at Ashwaubenon High School and make the 

cheerleading squad. 



APOCALYPTICA BRITANNICA 

Mamage .. a Poplicist 

Mamager [mama-jer ], noun 

1. sMOTHERing, Oedipal force in the life of an athlete 

Poplicist [pop-la-cyst], noun 

2. Father who acts as PR man 

For outright apocalyptic behavior on the ice, it would be hard to match the 1994 saga of Tanya 

Harding and Nancy Kerrigan. It's not every day when one Olympic hopeful is involved in a plot 

to kneecap her rival with a police baton. 

Behind the scenes, though, the award for ongoing drama has to go to Cherie Davis, the mother of 

short track speed-skater Shani Davis, who serves as his press liaison in the same vein that an 

alligator-filled moat once served as the entrance to a castle. Almost anything written about 

Shani, even the positive stuff, is taken as an insult by his mamager, who has feuded with 

everyone from officials of U.S. Speedskating to Shani's own teammates. Eric Heiden, America's 

greatest speed-skater and now the team doctor, says that Cherie requested that he keep his 

conversations with her son to "Hi" and "Goodbye," and a teammate, Jennifer Rodriguez, says 

that she was read the riot act by Sherie simply for congratulating Shani on a victory. 

The Davis' feud with skating officials goes back a long way-quarrels over fines, perceived lack 

of sponsor recognition and financial support-and there is little doubt that some of it is 

legitimate, the result of an African-American trying to make it in a lily-white sport. But Sherie's 

stage-mothering has gone way over the top. "If it wasn't for me," she once said, "my son would 

be in the street selling drugs." 

This isn't just a mom thing. Poplicists have gotten into the awful parenting act, particularly when 

they're trying to raise a tennis-playing daughter or a quarterback-playing son. Given the tyranny 

of sports dads such as Damir Dokic and several others, Richard Williams, the loopy father of 

Venus and Serena, may be considered a success story. After acting as somewhat the Mad Hatter 

early in the careers of his daughters, he has all but fled the scene, and both daughters seem to be 

relatively well-adjusted-emphasis on "relative." 



Cecil Newton almost killed son Cam's eligibility at Auburn when it was revealed that Cecil, a 

man of the cloth, had solicited cash payments from Mississippi State in exchange for his son's 

commitment to play during the recruiting process. 

The godfather of paternal poplicistism was Marv Marinovich, who set out to make son Todd the 

"perfect quarterback," America's "first test-tube athlete," as SI called him back in 1988. Marv 

started working on his son's conditioning when he was one-month-old, stretching his 

hamstrings, making sure he was teethed on frozen kidney and putting him to sleep in his crib 

with a football. "Not a real NFL ball," Daddy Dearest said. "That would be sick; it was a stuffed 

ball." Honest, he said that. 

Todd turned out to be one of the biggest NFL flops of all time, a head case beset with substance 

abuse issues. 

We don't even know about some of the worst parental abuses in sports since they take place on 

elementary school soccer fields and municipal tennis courts. Unless the kid makes it big, 

mamagers and poplicists go unnoticed. 

Capistrano Valley High School QB Todd Marinovich signing letter of intent to USC with (L-R) 

principal Anthony, mother Trudi and father Marv. 



BAD RULES, BAD LEADERS AND 

(INJURIOUS) PRUDENCE 

The USOC WOI'I'ies about fel'l'ets and othel' 

mattel's of national intel'est 

It's a wonder the International Olympic Committee hasn't fined this guy for "follicular misuse of 

the Olympic symbol." 

12/27/93 In an effort to help notoriously dour Norwegians appear more cheerful 
during the 1994 Winter Olympics in Lillehammer, local officials planned to 

distribute 80,000 "smile holders"-strap-on devices equipped with plastic hooks that tug the 

wearers' mouths into grins. 

Japan's Sumo Association was forced to ban silicon scalp implants after at 

least three wrestlers used them to meet the sport's 5'8" height minimum. 
7/25/94 



1/20/97 Before Magic Johnson and his traveling all-star team arrived in Jakarta last 

week on a tour to raise money to fight AIDS, Indonesia's health minister 

urged citizens to get information "so that this HIV -positive athlete will not spread the disease." 

A ruling on whether to dismiss a $110 million product placement lawsuit in 2/24/97 
the eponymous movie about sports agent Jerry Maguire was postponed last 

week because the U.S. district court judge making the decision fell asleep while watching it. 

6/23/97 The Meadowdale (Ohio) High girls' 4 x 400-meter relay team was 
disqualified in the semifinals of the state track and field championships 

because the colors of the runners' sports bras didn't match. 

After the men's hockey team trashed two Olympic Village apartments, USOC 3/2/98 
director of public relations Mike Moran said his organization was "not 

embarrassed," that he doesn't "know why we would be embarrassed" and that the USOC cannot 

be "babysitters for professional athletes." 

5/11/98 Italy's parliament was suspended for the day last week when two legislators-

in an incident Deputy Prime Minister Walter Veltroni termed "embarrassing 

and grotesque"-called each other clowns and thieves and nearly came to blows on the floor of 

the Chamber of Deputies while discussing a referee's controversial decision in a soccer game. 

Senate Majority Leader Trent Lott of Mississippi has threatened to torpedo 

confirmation of all Interior Department nominees if the U.S. Fish and 

Wildlife Service doesn't extend the duck season in his home state by two weeks. 

9/28/98 

3/15/99 The USOC protested that it had suffered "substantial damages and irreparable 

harm" after a Salt Lake City alternative weekly used five rings and the phrase 

"no bribes necessary" to promote a reader poll. 

James (Pate) Philip, president of the Illinois state Senate, said he voted 

against a bill to protect referees and umpires from assaults because "maybe 

they deserve a pop once in a while." 

6/21/99 

2/14/00 Upon its return from a first-round exit in the African Nations Cup, Ivory 

Coast's soccer team was locked up for two days on an army base; after the 



players were released, Gen. Robert Guei, the country's military strongman, told them, "Next 

time you will stay there for military service." 

Upon further review ... Two years after his edict against the soccer team, Ivory Coast 

strongman Guei was killed by government forces. 

Angered by baseball's treatment of Pete Rose, the Cincinnati city council has 

proposed the establishment of a citywide Bud Selig Exclusion Zone. 
2/21/00 

5/1/00 Major League Baseball this season will fine players who put personal messages, 

including the number of an injured teammate, on their uniforms. 

A British government pamphlet recommends that schools ban the game musical 

chairs because it favors stronger and faster children. 
6/5/00 

7/2/01 The NBA fined the Magic for giving $50,000 to Grant Hill's favorite charity, 

Seniors First, calling the donation a salary-cap violation. 

A Painesville, Ohio, judge ordered a man, who ran from police after being 

stopped for drinking in a car, to compete in a five-mile race; the faster his time 

in the event, the shorter his sentence will be. 

7/1/02 

Upon further review ... Ron Cicconetti, the Ohio judge and former president of the American 

Judges Association who ordered up the five-mile run, once sentenced a woman to spend a night 

in the woods after she was charged with abandoning 35 kittens in a forest. He is still on the 

bench. 

2/17/03 The USOC is threatening to sue Nebraska Wesleyan University for using the 

word "Olympics" in its annual Rat Olympics, in which trained rats compete in 

hurdling, long jumping, rope climbing and weightlifting. 

Upon further review ... Scared off by USOC lawsuits, Nebraska Wesleyan now calls its event 

"The Xtreme Rat Challenge." 

A California judge postponed the 90-day jail sentence of synchronized 

swimmer Tammy Crow-who pleaded guilty to vehicular manslaughter-so 

she can swim in the Olympics. 

2/9/04 



Upon further review ... Tammy Crow, now Tammy deClercq, helped her team to a bronze

medal finish in the team event in Athens, after which she served a 50-day jail sentence. Craw's 

story is the centerpiece of a recent documentary, Sync or Swim. 

8/23/04 The president of Turkmenistan, a poor desert nation in Central Asia, has 

ordered that a palace made of ice be built so "our children can learn to ski." 

Upon further review ... Early in 2012, Turkmenistan president Gurbanguly Berdimuhamedov 

was still talking about building a skiing track "with artificial snow cover and possibly an outdoor 

ice rink." 

The president of the United Arab Emirates introduced an initiative to create 

robot camel jockeys. 
4/18/05 

Upon further review ... In January of 2011 Dubai police found a gang of dealers selling stun 

guns made to fit inside the widely used robot jockeys to make the camels run faster. 

8/22/05 The USOC said it would sue the organizers of the Ferret Olympics unless 
they dropped the word Olympics from their event. 

Upon further review ... The Ferret Olympics are now known as the "Ferret Agility Trials." 

An Illinois state representative is planning to introduce legislation declaring 

the 1985 Bears the greatest football team ever. 
12/19/05 

1/16/06 China won't financially assist its top female tennis player if she turns pro 

unless she guarantees a 2008 Olympic gold medal in writing. 

Upon further review ... Li Na, the Chinese player who was given the ultimatum, won the 

French Open in 2011, making her the first player from an Asian country to win a singles Grand 

Slam event. 

A Tacoma judge made her courtroom cheer "Go Seahawks" before sentencing 2/13/06 
a man convicted of manslaughter to 13 112 years in jail. 

Upon further review ... The Hon. Beverly G. Grant, who said she requested the cheer for the 

Super Bowl-bound Seahawks because the courtroom tension was high "and it was a diversion 

tactic to bring unison in the group," and found protests by both sides to be "trite," was still 

sitting on the Pierce County Superior Court as of late 2011. Her cheerleading did not inspire the 

Seahawks, who lost to the Steelers 21-10. 



5/22/06 A California man sued the Los Angeles Angels for sex discrimination 
because they didn't give him a red nylon tote bag during a Mother's Day 

promotion. 

In Washington state, playing poker online is now a felony that could get the 

same penalties as possessing child pornography. 
6/19/06 

2/19/07 A 73-year-old great-grandmother faces a year in jail for allegedly running a 

$50 Monday Night Football pool at the California Elks lodge where she tends 

bar. 

Two youth baseball teams in Washington were forced to forfeit tournament 

wins because their American Legion patches were silk-screened instead of 

sewn-on. 

8/6/07 

10/13/08 An Elgin, Ill., high school student was forced to remove a Cubs jersey she 

wore to school because a staffer thought fukudome was a curse word. 

Upon further review ... After being traded to the Indians, Kosuke Fukudome finished the 2011 

season with a .249 average, and there have been no reports of schoolkids wearing his jersey 

around Cleveland. 

A walk-off home run in a Minnesota junior college softball tournament game 

was disallowed after the opposing coach complained that the batter received 

high fives before crossing the plate. 

5/18/09 

9/28/09 A former Kentucky state lawmaker who is in jail on murder charges asked to 

be moved out of protective custody and into the general population so he 

could watch Monday Night Football. 

Upon further review ... In 2011 Steve Nunn, the Monday Night Football-loving lawmaker who 

was found guilty of killing his 29-year-old fiancee, got life without parole. 

Belgrade police charged Serbia's president with violating anti-hooligan 

laws by opening a bottle of champagne at a stadium to celebrate the 

country's World Cup berth. 

10/26/09 



11/9/09 A Maryland high school was stripped of its county cross-country 
championship because a runner had colored stitching on his compression 

shorts. 

A 45-year-old Texas man pleaded guilty to attempted felony theft and was 

sentenced to 15 days in jail for stuffing a one-pound lead weight down the 

mouth of a bass in order to win a $55,000 fishing tournament. 

4/26/10 

Upon further review ... A worse scandal hit bass fishing months later when a southern 

California pro was found to have stuffed lead sinkers down the throats of his bass during the 

prestigious $100,000 U.S. Open on Lake Mead. The tournament organizer called it "a day of 

infamy for organized bass fishing in America." 

3/28/11 In a wrongful-termination suit filed by former Clippers VP Elgin Baylor 

against his ex-team, L.A. owner Donald Sterling testified that he'd been 

unaware of Baylor's NBA career-the former Laker was an 11-time All-Star and first-ballot 

Hall of Fame inductee-when he hired Baylor in 1986. 

Included in a list of activities deemed by the New York state Health Department 

to pose a "significant risk of injury" to children: Capture the Flag, freeze tag, 

kickball and Wiffle ball. 

5/2/11 

5/16/11 A Vancouver auto dealership was ordered by the NHL to remove a sign on its 
windows that read GO CANUCKS GO, HONK IF YOU'RE A FAN, along 

with a picture of a vintage team logo, on the basis that it represented a trademark infringement. 

In hopes of bringing respectability back to his organization, embattled FIF A 

president Sepp Blatter has named 88-year-old former U.S. Secretary of State 
6/20/11 

Henry Kissinger and 70-year-old Spanish tenor Placido Domingo to serve on a "council of 

wisdom." 

6/27/11 Georgia football coach Mark Richt had to report himself (twice) for a 

recruiting violation after he inadvertently text-messaged a prospect's father 

and then, meaning to forward the original note to a compliance director, accidentally texted the 

father again. 



Upon further review ... Richt was also found to have committed several other NCAA 

violations, owing to his penchant for generosity. He gave money out of his pocket to several 

assistant coaches after they were refused salary hikes and bonuses or had their pay cut. 

A female Georgia Tech fan has filed a civil suit claiming that security at a 8/15/11 
Yellow Jackets football game last year gave her a full strip search in pursuit of 

a Chick-fil-A sandwich that they believed she was smuggling into Bobby Dodd Stadium. 

8/29/11 Among the 131 pages of rule changes proposed by the NCAA last week was 

No. 2011-78, which allows schools to provide student athletes with cream 

cheese, butter, peanut butter and jelly to put on their bagels. While the bagels are permitted by a 

prior resolution, the spreads had been considered minor NCAA violations. 

An Australian Rules football player with a spiked mohawk was sent off for 15 

minutes during a recent match by an umpire who misinterpreted a league ban 

against dangerous items. 

5/23/11 

3/5/12 The girls' swim team at a Maryland high school was stripped of its county 

championship after officials discovered that one of its members had broken a 

rule by shaving her legs on-site before the title meet. 

The owner of the Arena Football League's Pittsburgh Power cut his entire 3/26/12 
team two hours before its season opener, during a pregame meal at an Olive 

Garden, after the players announced they would go on strike due to unfair compensation. 

4/23/12 Organizers of the London Olympics reached out to the manager of The Who 

to ask if former drummer Keith Moon would be willing to participate in the 

Games' closing ceremony. Moon died in 1978. 



JUICE AND JUICED 

Tales from the O.J. files, and the Preacher 

Man's magic shake 

O.J. Simpson: a defendant for the ages. 

4/11/94 Several male weightlifters from what used to be East Germany have had breast 

reduction surgery because the performance-enhancing drugs they took caused 

them to grow female-sized breasts. 

While noting that it "is saddened by these latest events," Signature Rookies, a 7/18/94 
trading card company based in Fleetville, Pa., announced that O.J. Simpson 

will fulfill his contractual obligation to sign 1,000 of the company's Simpson cards "regardless 

of current circumstances." 



Upon further review ... At this writing, all Simpson appearances or requests are on hold until he 

is released from Nevada's Lovelock Correctional Center, where he is serving a 33-year term 

(parole eligible after nine years) for charges that included robbery and kidnapping that followed 

a run-in with memorabilia dealers in a Las Vegas hotel room in 2007. But O.J. trading cards are 

still a hot commodity. 

10/17/94 As part of an introductory legal skills course, all first-year students at 
Harvard Law School are being required to read Juice: The 0.1. Simpson 

Tragedy, an "instant book" published by Globe, a supermarket tabloid. 

Talk-show host Geraldo Rivera, declining a chance to be introduced to O.J. 

Simpson houseguest Kato Kaelin at a Kentucky Derby party, said, "I publicly 
5/22/95 

deplore the warm hospitality shown to this squirmy, smarmy, smirky, back-stabbing liar." 

6/19/95 Carnival Cruise Lines is offering a four-day trip from Los Angeles to Mexico 

called the O.J. Cruise, during which passengers can watch the trial on TV 

while schmoozing with journalists, legal experts and, perhaps, a dismissed juror. 

Fourteen-year-old South African track athlete Liza De Villiers was recently 

banned from competition by Athletics South Africa after testing positive for an 

anabolic steroid. 

7/3/95 

7/17/95 For $19.99 a set, a California company is selling personalized Trial of the 
Century checks that feature O.J. Simpson in an assortment of courtroom poses. 

At a card show in Anaheim, Calif., this Sunday, O.J. Simpson pal and sometime 

chauffeur Al (A.C.) Cowlings will charge $20 for an autographed photo of 

himself at the wheel of a white Ford Bronco. 

9/4/95 

6/30/97 Diego Maradona, the Argentine soccer star who once served a 15-month 

suspension for using cocaine and is attempting a comeback, has hired 

Canadian sprinter Ben Johnson, who is banned from competition because of steroid use, as his 

personal trainer. 

The South Korean government has invited Canadian sprinter Ben Johnson to 

run in a race marking the lOth anniversary of his 1988 Olympic 100-meter 
7/6/98 

victory-the race after which he tested positive for steroids, was stripped of his gold medal and 

banned from the sport for life. 



12/7/98 The International Badminton Federation has suspended Indonesia's Budiarto 

Sigit, a men's doubles world champion, for 13 months and fined him $2,000 

for testing positive for anabolic steroids. 

Upon further review ... Budiarto Sigit's name is actually Sigit Budiarto. He went on to win 

numerous titles after serving his suspension and is considered one of the greatest badminton 

doubles players of all time. 

Two birds were expelled from last week's Swedish national pigeon racing 

championships after they tested positive for cortisone, a banned substance. 
2/1/99 

5/22/00 Kathy Jager, a 56-year-old grandmother, was stripped of her two spring 

medals from the 1999 World Veterans Athletic Championships and 

suspended for two years after testing positive for steroids. 

Upon further review ... The competitive grandmom claimed that the doctor-prescribed 

hormone-replacement pills she was taking for relief of hot flashes contained anabolic steroids. 

But she accepted a two-year ban from the United States Anti-Doping Agency and will be 

eligible for competition again in September, 2013. 

Women's Olympic marathon champion Naoko Takahashi of Japan revealed 10/23/00 
that she boosts her stamina for races by drinking the stomach juices of 

three-inch-long killer hornets that can travel60 miles in a day at speeds of up to 20 mph. 

Upon further review ... A Japanese company began reproducing and selling the Takahashi 

hornet stuff as an energy drink called V AAM (Vespa Amino Acid Mixture). It does not appear 

on the World Anti-Doping Agency's list of banned substances. 

3/4/02 More than 2,000 entries have been received at www.whenwillojkillagain.com, 

an online betting pool in which contestants pay $1 to guess "the date when O.J. 

[Simpson] will kill next." 

A silver medalist at the World Bridge Championships has been stripped of 

her medal for refusing to submit to a postmatch drug test. 
9/16/02 

1/13/03 USC players and coaches asked for autographs from O.J. Simpson when he 
showed up at a Trojans practice a few days before the Orange Bowl. 



A Florida-based athletic recruiting service has invited O.J. to coach in its all- 9/29/03 
star game for college prospects. 

6/21/04 Bottled water given to the visiting team at a professional soccer game in 

Athens was found to be spiked with haloperidol, a powerful tranquilizer. 

A writer and director are seeking backers for a Broadway musical based on 

the O.J. Simpson trial. 
12/27/04 

7/30/07 The new video game All-Pro Football 2KB features O.J. Simpson sometimes 

playing for a team called the Assassins. 

Upon further review ... At the time, we missed the most interesting aspect of All-Pro Football 

2K8-the video trailer that showed a large hooded figure appearing above the scoreboard and 

making stabbing motions with a large knife. 

An Australian cricket team has accused an opponent of serving them pot- 3/28/05 
laced cupcakes during a game. 

5/23/05 Cyclist Tyler Hamilton blamed a positive blood-doping test on a "vanishing 

twin" that shared his mother's womb. 

Upon further review ... Hamilton eventually admitted that he used performance-enhancing 

drugs and returned the time-trial gold medal he won in the 2004 Athens Olympics. 

Argentinean tennis player Mariano Hood is blaming a failed drug test on his 

hair-loss medicine. 
10/17/05 

6/5/06 Televangelist Pat Robertson, 76, claims he recently leg-pressed one ton-twice 

what most elite athletes can press-thanks to a protein shake containing 

flaxseed oil. 

Upon further review ... If you go to cbn.com, Robertson's Christian Broadcasting website, you 

can watch him leg-pressing the alleged 2,000 pounds ... without even breaking much of a sweat. 

You can also order booklets that will reveal the miracle shake recipe as well as Pat's "age

defying protein pancakes." 



Axel Buescher was stripped of his German national carom billiards title after 

testing positive for an EPO masking agent. 
3/31/08 

4/14/08 During a book signing in Chicago, Jose Canseco rejected a cup of coffee left 
for him because he thought it might be poisoned. 

A Pakistani cricket player who admitted to taking opium told prosecutors he 

thought it was an herbal remedy that would boost his energy. 
1/26/09 

6/8/09 A bodybuilding competition in the Netherlands was canceled after all of the 

competitors fled when drug testers arrived. 



THINGS 

The world of art, music, books, cars, fashion 

and,ofcourse,thelook 

Michael Jordan's legs are nothing special, but his shoes foment riots. 

2/14/94 Trees died so that a writer named Bob Andelman could produce a tome 

entitled Why Men Watch Football, which theorizes, among other things, that 

football "gives us men something to talk about." 

Upon further review ... In Andelman's blog about his "landmark study of why men commit so 

much time and energy to watching football," the author trumpeted the fact that the book was 

"declared a 'Sign of the Apocalypse' by Sports Illustrated." 

I Can't Accept Not Trying, a 36-page volume described by publisher 

Harper/SanFrancisco as "an inspirational and elegant book of wisdom" from 

Michael Jordan, can be yours for $12 ($16 in Canada). 

4/25/94 



Upon further review ... We seem to have found it humorous back then that the collected 

wisdom of Jordan, as great as he was on the court, would be called "inspirational and elegant." 

But since then no fewer than six Jordan books have been produced by him or his family, and 

they all sell well. 

8/15/94 Artist David Barsalou has created an exhibit at the Holyoke (Mass.) 

Community College art gallery entitled 4,256: The Rose Garden, which 

consists of 4,256 identical images of Pete Rose reproduced across 700 square feet of wall space 

as a way to "visualize Rose's career hit total." 

Upon further review ... After our Apocalypse about his Rose artwork appeared in the magazine, 

Barsalou called the office to thank us for our "story." As of last year, Barsalou, also a local 

politician who serves on the school board, was still championing Rose's Hall of Fame selection 

-he created and posted campaign-style signs around Chicopee, Mass. supporting his hero. 

A man in Troy, N.Y., has received a U.S. patent for a table- or wall-mounted 

mechanical arm designed to give a sports fan watching a game alone on 

television a high five after an exciting play. 

1/23/95 

11/6/95 A man who bought Jimmy Johnson's former house in Fayetteville, Ark., took 

out an ad in a local paper asking $250 for a toilet used by the ex-Dallas 

Cowboys coach. 

A Canadian company is targeting sports-watching couch potatoes with the TV 

Terminator, a pistol-shaped remote control that emits boos, cheers and the 

sounds of gunshots and machine-gun fire. 

5/13/96 

12/9/96 Glenora Wine Cellars of New York has released Bobsled Red, a wine it says 

captures the essence of bobsledding and is intended as an accompaniment to 

pizza and Buffalo wings. 

On March 26 dozens of high school students in Cincinnati skipped classes, with 

their parents' consent, so they could queue up to buy Nike's new Michael 

Jordan basketball sneakers, at $140 a pair. 

4/7/97 

Upon further review... Googling "Shoppers Riot Over New Air Jordans," at prices 

considerably higher than $140, will begin an exercise that could take you the better part of a day. 



8/4/97 NBC Olympic TV commentator and New Age composer John Tesh's latest 
album, Victory: The Sports Collection, comes with two John Tesh sports cards 

and a catalog enticing fans to buy such goods as a John Tesh baseball jersey. 

Upon further review ... We found no evidence of Victory, but Tesh's Ironman Triathlon, a CD 

that his website says contains nine songs that "capture the unforgettable excitement and energy 

of some of the most popular sporting events in the world," is available. The titles include "PS 

491," "Exit Mulholland" and "Wimbly Thrills," leaving us searching for the sports connection. 

In December, Crown Publishers will release Knee High and Livin' Large: 

The World According to Me, the "tell-all" book by Orlando Magic star 

Anfernee Hardaway's alter-ego puppet, Li'l Penny. 

9/29/97 

2/2/98 Among the gewgaws vying for "sports product of the year" next week at The 
Super Show in Atlanta is CounterSTRIKE, a set of handheld weights for 

jogging and power-walking that are equipped with pepper spray, and, according to its inventor, it 

is "legal in all states." 

Houghton Mifflin's recently released American history textbook for fifth 

graders, Build Our Nation, covers the Depression and the presidency of 

Franklin Roosevelt in 33 lines, while devoting two pages to Cal Ripken Jr. 

8/3/98 

11/9/98 The Harriet Carter catalog company sells a $14.98 "toilet fishing game," 

complete with 35-inch-diameter vinyl pond, seven-inch-long plastic "fish" and 

14-inch-long rod, that "lets you land a whopper while on the hopper." 

The official magazine of Britain's Leeds United soccer club offers a George 

Graham Toilet Sticker, a photo of the team's former manager-who went to 

a rival club-meant to be placed at the bottom of fans' toilets. 

11/23/98 

4/26/99 A new book of inspirational tales, Cries from the Heart: Stories of Struggle 

and Hope, features an introduction by Darryl Strawberry. 

The Spinmaster Reel 2000, a TV remote control shaped like a fishing rod and 

reel, lets viewers change channels by spinning the reel. 
6/14/99 



12/13/99 The $24.95 Stadium Pal-essentially a condom attached to a plastic bag 
worn under the pants-lets male football fans urinate without leaving their 

seats. 

Nike workers who handled Michael Johnson's custom-made 24-karat-gold- 10/2/00 
encrusted shoes had to wear white gloves so they wouldn't dull the shine. 

6/11/01 A Wayne, N.J., company is selling the $19.95 Potty Putter, which includes a 

tiny portable green, a miniature putter, two plastic balls and a cup and flag, 

allowing golfers to practice while sitting on the porcelain throne. 

Fleer has created a limited edition of 800 Bob Knight trading cards, each of 

which is embedded with a swatch from one of Knight's trademark sweaters. 
3/12/01 

8/6/01 Isiah Thomas, who purchased the five-decade-old Continental Basketball 

Association and led it into bankruptcy, has a new book coming out entitled The 

Fundamentals: 8 Plays for Winning the Games of Business and Life. 

Upon further review ... Since his book about business and life fundamentals, Isiah Thomas has 

been fired by the Indiana Pacers, New York Knicks and Florida International University. 

A bidder paid $575.96 for Bobby Hull's 45-year-old false teeth, which Hull 

said were "lost in the sheets during a bedroom romp in a Geneva hotel." 
11/15/04 

7/24/06 A figurine depicting former Sabres goalie Clint Malarchuk after his cartoid 

artery was nearly severed by a skate sold on eBay for $40. 

The St. Paul Saints, whose stadium is eight miles from where Sen. Larry Craig 

was arrested last year, held a "bobblefoot" giveaway: Fans got a model of a 

bathroom stall with a tapping foot dangling below the door. 

6/2/08 

Upon further review... Craig was ultimately charged with disorderly conduct. The Craig 

bobblefoot giveaway did take place though none could be found on eBay. At the end of 2011, 

the former Idaho senator, who was caught soliciting sex in an airport bathroom, was quietly 

making a Washington comeback, working as a lobbyist for the coal industry. 

6/15/08 



The Sharper Image catalog advertises a $40 TV remote control shaped to look like a golf green 

and on which certain keys make the thwack of a powerful drive or the plank of a ball falling into 

the cup. 

A British firm is marketing an aftershave that is said to combine the scents 

of several soccer teams' locker rooms. 
12./2.9/08 

11/2.3/09 A Japanese lingerie company is selling a bra that unrolls to form a five-foot

long putting mat. 

In composing an anthem for the 2012 Olympics, Grammy Award-winning 10/10/11 
music producer Mark Ronson is incorporating the screech of Mexican 

Taekwondo star Maria Espinoza because, he says, he is enamored with "the screams and the 

grunts that she made when she was kicking the crap out of somebody." 

12./19/11 Felon Fitness: How to Get a Hard Body Without Doing Hard Time, a 224-

page book by personal trainer Trey Teufel and criminal attorney William S. 

Kroger, offers an exercise routine "straight from the cellblock," guaranteed to show results 

whether "you're a workout lifer" or "fresh meat looking to tone up." 

Upon further review ... As for Felon Fitness, here's what one reviewer wrote on Amazon.com: 

"Despite the (cheesy) title, this book has nothing to do with how prisoners get in shape. This is 

two middle-class white males' idea of what YOU probably think prisoners do to get in shape." 

4/30/12. Police in suburban Philadelphia last week arrested on charges of trespassing 

and theft four people-some in scuba gear-who had been diving into 

country club ponds and reselling the roughly 8,000 golf balls that they retrieved. 

A stunt woman in Sydney broke a Guinness World Record last week by riding 

a motorized toilet at a speed of 46 mph. 
5/14/12. 



GAMES 

It's all in the game: playing, coaching, cheering, 

boostering, watching, fantasizing, umping, 

freaking out 

Silly glasses, painted faces, the eternal smile of optimism. This is a fan from Ghana, watching 

and cheering at the 2010 FIFA World Cup, but he could be from anywhere. 

10/2.5/93 While hundreds of schoolchildren get detention every day for chewing gum 

in class, NBC football broadcaster Mike Ditka chomps away on the air in 

front of millions. 



In a week when Congress passed the Brady Bill, a football coach at 

Libertyville (Ill.) High School, Dale Christensen, horrified students when he 
12/6/93 

staged his own mock shooting with blanks and fake blood in the school cafeteria in an attempt to 

motivate his team for a state playoff game. Christensen quit after the incident. 

1/24/94 To prove she is tougher than the Houston Oilers and their brawling assistant 

coach Buddy Ryan, Chiefs fan Chris Russert last week challenged anyone at 

her engagement party to trade punches. Lee Walters took the dare and knocked her backward 

with a punch to the right cheek. She then broke his nose with a punch. Lee Walters is her fiance. 

Mary Lou Retton, America's 1984 Olympic darling, admitted recently that 

she did not eat Wheaties when her picture appeared on the cereal box. 
3/14/94 

5/16/94 The 3M National Advertising Co., concerned about the visibility of several of 

its billboards in center-city Atlanta, lopped the tops off 22 sugar maples, elms 

and Savannah hollies planted two years ago by a civic group to beautify the downtown area for 

the 1996 Summer Olympics. 

The cover model for the NCAA's Official 1994 College Football Records 8/22/94 
Book, Demetrea Shelton, a star receiver last season for North Alabama, has 

been declared academically ineligible and will play junior college basketball this year. 

1/9/95 NASCAR plans to develop theme restaurants and new licensed products 

because, says an official of the stock car racing organization, "we're a sport, 

obviously, but we're also a lifestyle." 

Wheel of Fortune and Jeopardy! have been named the official game shows of 

the 1996 Olympics. 
2/6/95 

3/6/95 Twenty-six cheerleaders at Stratford High in Goose Creek, S.C., took part in an 

intrasquad shoplifting contest while in Florida for a cheerleading competition. 

The Barrel Man, who once served as the Denver Broncos' unofficial mascot 

while attending games clad in little more than a wooden barrel, is the subject 

of a forthcoming biography. 

3/13/95 



Upon further review ... The book about Barrel Man included a forward by John Elway. The 

subject himself, Tim McKernan, died at 69 of lung failure in 2009. 

4/10/95 Rap star Luther Campbell has threatened to provide the NCAA with fresh 

allegations of a pay-for-play operation at the University of Miami unless Ryan 

Collins, a close friend of Campbell's, is named UM's starting quarterback this fall. 

Upon further review ... In 2011 Luther Campbell sued Miami booster Nevin Shapiro for 

slander and defamation of character because Shapiro, a convicted Ponzi schemer, said Campbell 

was the first "uncle" who "took care of Miami players." As of 2012, the former 2 Live Crew 

frontman was an assistant coach at Northwestern High in Miami. 

Nebraska football has dropped Herbie Husker, the overalls-dad hayseed who 

has served as the team's mascot for 21 years, because the school doesn't 

consider his image marketable outside the state. 

9/11/95 

Upon further review ... After much public outcry, Nebraska's Herbie was returned to mascot 

status, though he now shares duties with Lil' Red, who is considered more kid-friendly. 

9/25/95 One hundred twenty copies of the police report detailing the drunk-and

disorderly conduct that led to the arrest of former Michigan coach Gary 

Moeller were sold, at $15 each, during the first month the report was advertised in an Ohio State 

sports bulletin. 

John Brophy, coach of the Hampton Roads (Va.) Admirals of the East Coast 

Hockey League, was given a three-game suspension last week for throwing a 

hacksaw at a fan. 

3/4/96 

3/11/96 Millwall, the soccer team whose fans are notorious for being the most violent 

in Britain, has signed on to play a symbolic peacekeeping game in the 

"ethnically cleansed" Serbian town of Banja Luka. 

Until the country's sports minister objected, France's synchronized swimming 6/17/96 
team planned an Olympic program that evoked the Holocaust, featuring 

goose-stepping swimmers and a reenactment of the deaths of Jewish women in Nazi 

concentration camps, set to music from Schindler's List. 

9/23/96 



A Texas A&M alumnus is attempting to gain access to the Texas Longhorns' football playbook 

through a request filed under the state's Public Information Act. 

Stogie-chomping linksmen have formed the Cigar Smoking Golfers 

Association and adopted the slogan, "Cigars and golf-they're not just a 

habit, they're a lifestyle." 

2/10/97 

Upon further review ... Among the items available from the Cigar Smoking Golfers 

Association, Inc. (membership $35 a year) are the "Hole in One Cigar Cutter," the "Golfer's 

Torch" (designed to get you a light in any weather) and the "Stogie Hat." 

6/2/97 A man charged with simple battery for punching Diamond Duck, the mascot 

for the Triple-A Richmond Braves, in the stomach admitted striking the 

costumed woman but told police he had only done what he had "seen other people on TV do." 

Manager Mitch Zwolensky of the Minot Mallards in the independent Prairie 

League protested a game against the Regina Cyclones because his players 
7/14/97 

were denied additional warmup time after waiting for their just-washed ?uniforms to dry. 

9/1/97 Professional participants in Magic: The Gathering, a fantasy card game played at 

tournaments and in comic book stores, have formed a players' union. 

The First State Bank of Brownsville, Tenn., is offering customers a certificate 

of deposit with an interest rate that is based on the local high school football 

team's margin of victory each week. 

9/15/97 

8/10/98 Soccer great Diego Maradona intends to sue the wife of former teammate 

Claudio Caniggia for claiming that he kissed her husband after goals because 

he's a homosexual. 

An Irish boxing organization has offered 40-year-old Lord of the Dance star 

Michael Flatley, who was an amateur fighter two decades ago, $1.65 million 

to shed his tights and climb into the ring. 

8/17/98 

Upon further review... Flatley never did make it back into the ring, but he remains an 

enthusiastic proponent of pugilism and professes to have a library of 10,000 boxing DVDs. 



9/7/98 The girls' volleyball coach at Channelview (Tex.) High locked eight of her 

players in a six-by-eight-foot equipment cage for about 50 minutes because 

they disobeyed her order to study in the locker room. 

Two Hightstown (N.J.) High cheerleaders were kicked off the squad and 

suspended from school for five days for giving laxative-laced cupcakes to 

their Hamilton High counterparts during a football game. 

10/12./98 

11/30/98 Before they could perform at last Saturday's Cal-Stanford game, both 
teams' mascots-Oski the Bear and the Stanford Tree-were required to 

take Breathalyzer tests. 

After his Gators defeated Syracuse 31-10 in the Orange Bowl, Florida coach 

Steve Spurrier awarded himself a game ball. 
1/18/99 

Upon further review ... Since he arrived at South Carolina in 2005, Spurrier has had so many 

media quarrels and other dustups that Mark Bradley of the Atlanta Journal-Constitution calls 

him "E.G." for "Evil Genius." But Spurrier has turned the Gamecocks into a national power. 

3/8/99 Angered by a call during a soccer game in South Africa, a player pulled a knife 

and charged the referee, who got a gun from the sidelines and shot the player 

dead. 

The Richard Petty Driving Experience in Orlando now offers stock car 

weddings, in which couples say their marriage vows while whizzing around 

Walt Disney World Speedway at 145 mph. 

5/3/99 

5/10/99 The International Hockey League's Kansas City Blades staged Toothless 

Night, offering free admission to the dentally challenged. 

The Salt Lake Organizing Committee has unveiled the official manhole cover of 7/5/99 
the 2002 Olympics. 

3/13/00 IOC executive Marc Hadler of Switzerland is leading a campaign to make 

bridge an Olympic event. 



Upon further review ... Hadler, a passionate bridge player who died in 2006, was unsuccessful 

in his attempt to convey Olympic status upon his favorite sport, but he is remembered as the man 

who blew the whistle on corruption in Olympic bidding practices in Salt Lake City. 

A Tamaqua, Pa., police officer lost his job after a jury found him guilty of 

giving a 10-year-old Little League pitcher $2 to bean a 10-year-old batter. 
4/24/00 

5/8/00 Among Michigan State's $1.1 million in expenses for the 2000 Citrus Bowl 

was $2,250 for a Cher lookalike and $2,150 for psychics and spiritualists for a 

New Year's Eve party. 

A Los Angeles company that plans to market a video with "classic scenes" of 

soccer violence is offering hooligans cash for footage of their mayhem. 
6/12/00 

12/4/00 As part of its bid for the 2008 Summer Olympics, Beijing organizers have 

designated Tiananmen Square-site of the Chinese government's brutal 

suppression of pro-democracy demonstrators in 1989-as the beach volleyball venue. 

Upon further review ... Organizers eventually came to their senses and staged the bikini

oriented beach volleyball at another site in Beijing. 

At least 35 fans at a Timberwolves game used counterfeit promotional coupons 

to obtain Wally Szczerbiak bobblehead dolls. 
1/8/01 

3/5/01 Boxer Darrin Morris, who died in October of meningitis, climbed up the WBO's 

super middleweight rankings from seventh in November to sixth in December 

and fifth in January before officials realized he was out of title contention for good. 

Top 10 heavyweight boxer Lance Whitaker has asked that he henceforth be 

referred to simply as Goofi. 
8/20/01 

1/12/01 Loveland (Colo.) High football coach John Poovey was suspended after his 

players were found to have smeared their jerseys with Pam nonstick cooking 

spray to become harder to block and tackle. 

2/11/02 



The Western Hockey League's Kelowna Rockets have assigned bodyguards to protect their 

mascot, Rocky Raccoon, because he was assaulted by two fans during a game against the 

Kamloops Blazers. 

2/25/02 In a new computer game called Hooligans: Storm Over Europe, players take 

control of squads of violent soccer fans and set out to maim and kill opposing 

fans in an attempt to "become the most notorious group of hooligans in Europe." 

Upon further review ... With a cover billing that reads "The Only Thing to Fear is Running out 

of Beer," Hooligans: Storm Over Europe is still available from Amazon.com for $14.89. 

Charles Mitchell, 34, a sporting goods store executive from Boca Raton, Fla., 4/8/02 
was charged with "aggravated battery on the elderly" after he choked a 74-year-

old softball umpire into unconsciousness because the ump had ejected the profanity-shouting 

Mitchell from a game. 

4/15/02 The Mooresville, N.C., town council has voted to let police officers drive 

squad cars that are replicas of NASCAR race cars. 

Upon further review ... The local gendarmerie needed more than a NASCAR replica in May of 

2011 when hometowner Kyle Busch, driving on a road that leads to Mooresville, was picked up 

for speeding-he was doing 128 mph in a 45-mph zone. In his apology, Busch said that he was 

"test driving a new sports car and got carried away." 

To preempt hooliganism during the World Cup, a Japanese railroad company is 

gluing down the stones that line the tracks near Shizuoka soccer stadium. 
6/3/02 

8/5/02 A youth soccer team in Australia has issued a public apology after several 

players and the coach repeatedly kicked balls at a homeless man who was 

unconscious on the field. 

Sportsvision Inc. has launched a website (www.lovetheline.com) for fans to 

express their affection for the yellow, electronic first-down marker that the 

company has developed for TV coverage of football. 

8/12/02 

8/19/02 The Class-A Mahoning Valley Scrappers are hosting Jim Traficant Night to 

honor the expelled Ohio congressman who just began serving an eight-year 

prison sentence for racketeering and bribery. 



Upon further review ... A crowd of 4,500, some of them wearing toupees in recognition of the 

disgraced Congressman's spellbindingly horrid rug, showed up for Traficant Night. Seven years 

later, however, negative public opinion forced the Scrappers to cancel another Traficant Night 

that was to mark his release from federal prison. 

A Colorado elementary school teacher who died at age 96 willed $40,729.88 

to Ralphie, the buffalo mascot for the University of Colorado football team. 
11/25/02 

1/17/05 A defense lawyer in the Abu Ghraib abuse trial compared piles of naked 

prisoners to cheerleader pyramids. 

An Illinois high school basketball coach was fired for drawing up a play that 

had a player throw the ball at a heckler. 
1/24/05 

7/4/05 Brazilian soccer star Roberto Carlos was mugged while doing a live radio 

interview. 

A Pennsylvania t -ball coach allegedly paid one of his players $25 to bean an 

autistic teammate to keep him out of a game. 
7/25/05 

Upon further review ... For ordering the beaning of the autistic player, Mark Downs of Dunbar, 

Pa. was sentenced to one to six years for corruption of minors. 

12/26/05 A translation guide on the British Embassy's World Cup website explains 

how to say, "He puked his guts up" in German. 

Upon further review ... The German translation for "he puked his guts up" is "er kitzte wie ein 

Reiher." 

English soccer club Liverpool apologized to Manchester United after its fans 

pelted United supporters with coins, food and human excrement. 
3/27/06 

4/24/06 A seven-year-old boy had to be taken to the hospital after he was trampled at 
a minor league baseball promotion in which $1,000 was dropped from a 

helicopter. 

A pin position at the rain-delayed PGA Memorial tournament had to be 

changed because someone had defecated in the cup during the night. 
6/12/06 



8/7/06 United Airlines is sending 1,200 mechanics and other ground crew employees 

to NASCAR's Pit Crew U to sharpen their efficiency skills. 

An English toy company has released a line of soccer-fan action figures called 

Little Hooliganz. 
9/11/06 

12./2.5/06 The Tigers asked reliever Joel Zumaya to stop playing the video game 
Guitar Hero because it caused his forearm injury. 

A goalie on the USC hockey team mooned the crowd, rode his hockey stick like 

a toy horse and slapped his bare buttocks because he was upset at the official. 
3/5/07 

Upon further review ... USC goalie Mickey Meyer, the crowd-moaner, later said that he was "a 

theatre student and at the time I did it just to make people laugh." Meyer, a fixture on Twitter if 

you're interested, did have a speaking line in a 2008 episode of Beverly Hills, 90210. 

4/16/07 An incarcerated Thai drug dealer won the women's WBC light flyweight title 

in a fight at a Bangkok prison. 

Upon further review ... aying that "she has won glory for Thailand," the director of Thailand's 

prison system shaved three years off the sentence of Siriporn Taweesuk, the Black Rose, after 

she beat Japan's Akaya Miyano in the title bout at Klang Prem Prison. The Black Rose was still 

a top competitor in 2011. 

Jimmy Johnson was excused from jury duty because he had made plans to go 

fishing with Bill Parcells. 
5/14/07 

6/18/07 To counter hooliganism, the owner of Romanian soccer team Steaua 

Bucharest decreed that all players "must be happy" and announced fines of up 

to $40,000 for making "sad faces" during a game. 

The Tigers ruled that their minor leaguers must listen to music through 

headphones after a fight over music volume in the clubhouse left a Toledo Mud 

Hens pitcher with numerous facial fractures. 

7/2./07 

10/2.2./07 A Texas Tech fraternity was suspended for selling T-shirts with a drawing 

of Michael Vick hanging Texas A&M's canine mascot. 



A Georgia high school was fined $1,000 after its pitcher and catcher allegedly 6/16/08 
conspired to let a pitch hit the umpire in the face mask. 

9/29/08 In an e-mail to the student body last week, Auburn's Dean of Students asked 
fans not to boo the football team. 

Upon further review ... When the dean sent out the email, Auburn was 3-0; post-email, the 

Tigers went 2-7. 

A community college baseball coach in Sumiton, Ala., allegedly punished a 

player for lying by making him kneel in front of a pitching machine that 

pelted him with 80-mph fastballs. 

11/17/08 

12/8/08 Bengals receiver Chad Johnson, now Ochocinco, was at a Cincinnati-area 
Best Buy at 5:25a.m. on Black Friday to buy Rock Band 2. 

A high school basketball coach in Kansas was ordered by his school board to 

stop having his players hypnotized. 
2/16/09 

3/30/09 Police in Indiana drove a high school basketball coach 45 miles to his team's 

playoff game after he posted bond on a DWI charge. 

A player on the English soccer dub Charlton Villa received a yellow card for 

breaking wind as an opponent took a penalty kick. 
5/11/09 

6/22/09 An Arlington, Wash., Little League coach is accused of using some of his 
players to help him break into and rob an abandoned tool shop. 

A substitute gym teacher in New York was arrested for allegedly putting a 

10-year-old in a choke hold after the two had a dispute about a dodgeball 

game. 

6/29/09 

8/31/09 Long Island company is offering insurance to fantasy football owners that 

allows them to recoup their league fees if a player on their team gets hurt. 

10/19/09 



Seahawks fullback Owen Schmitt needed medical attention after splitting open his forehead by 

slamming himself with his helmet to fire up the crowd during pregame introductions on Sunday. 

1/25/10 An online retailer is advertising a 2010 World Cup-themed, "stab resistant" 

vest with an optional patch touting your favorite national team. 

A Missouri resident is suing the Kansas City Royals for failing "to adequately 

train its agents ... in the proper method in which to throw hot dogs into the 
3/8/10 

stands" after, he alleges, the team's mascot, Sluggerrr the Lion, hit him in the face with a wiener 

last season, resulting in a detached retina. 

Upon further review ... A Kansas City jury deliberated for less than an hour before dismissing 

the Sluggerrr wiener-throwing suit. 

4/18/11 Controversial Arsenal goalie Jens Lehmann filed a $30,000 lawsuit in Munich, 

where he lives, accusing Werder Bremen keeper Tim Wiese of violating his 

personal rights by saying, among other things, that Lehmann belongs on The Muppet Show. 

Upon further review ... A regional court in Munich ruled against Lehmann, saying that Wiese's 

Muppet reference was "not a clear defamatory criticism." 

Six players from the Slovene ice hockey club Acroni Jesenice beat up their 

American coach, Mike Posma, with wooden traffic signs while drunkenly 

celebrating their league title. 

4/19/10 

Upon further review ... The players who beat up Posma were angry that he had allowed a 

drunken 19-year-old to drive him and the players home from the celebration party, and, after the 

driver crashed the car, out came the wooden stop signs. The players were released, and Posma 

left the team, too. 

5/24/10 A 45-year-old basketball coach at Our Lady of Lourdes parish in Enola, Pa., 

has been accused of trying to bribe referees to fix church youth-league games. 

Upon further review ... Michael Kman, 46, the Pennsylvania CYO coach who texted refs to try 

to fix his games, worked out a plea bargain that enabled him to pay a fine of $200 and walk 

away with only a misdemeanor. 

6/14/10 



EA Sports, manufacturer of Madden NFL 11, will log and create scouting reports on individual 

garners, which the company will offer to sell to opponents. 

1/2.4/11 A 23-year-old Nebraska student made good on a pact with his fantasy football 

league that the last -place owner would get a tattoo declaring himself such. 

Upon further review ... The idea for the last-place tat came from the player, Evan "Spud" 

Mann, who ended up in last place and now wears, on his thigh, a hot pink-haired unicorn 

jumping to kick a football over a rainbow next to the words "FANTASY LOSER." 

The owner of a funeral home in Bellevue, Wash., inspired by a couple he'd 

seen sprinkling ashes on a golf course fairway, has opened a golf -themed 
10/31/11 

burial area, replete with sand trap and 820-square-foot green, where the remains of more than 

1,200 enthusiasts-including grave-marked caskets, not just ashes-can be laid to rest. 

Upon further review ... The website for Sunset Hills Memorial Golf Park promises a verdant 

"one-acre setting, with greens and bunker, strategically placed benches, memorializations, niche 

walls and family columbariums with granite golfer figures." 

11/7/11 A study unveiled at a meeting of the American Academy of Ophthalmology last 

week showed that a steady diet of playing video games contributed to 

significant vision gains in 30% of participants who had previously suffered from amblyopia, 

otherwise known as lazy eye. 

Louisville football coach Charlie Strong explained that the release of Call of 

Duty: Modern Warfare 3-and his players' subsequently spending late nights 
11/2.8/11 

playing the video game-was at least partly to blame for the team's 21-14loss to Pittsburgh on 

Nov. 12. 

12./12./11 The makers of a PlayStation smartphone arranged a live-action soccer match 
in which two "coaches" commanded the action by using video game 

controllers that electronically transmitted instructions to headpieces worn by actual human 

players who carried out the moves. 

The Brazilian soccer club Corinthians last week announced that it would 

confine star striker Adriano to a hotel at the team's headquarters so that it 

could monitor the player's food intake and control his ballooning weight. 

2./2.0/12. 



APOCALYPTICA BRITANNICA 

Cleveland 

Cleveland [kleev-lund], noun. Plural: Clevelands (though there is only one, 
thank God) 
1. Perennially tortured Midwestern city 

SEE ALSO: Detroit 

There was once a terrible fire in the Town That LeBron Forgot. That's not unusual except this 

one was on a river, specifically, the Cuyahoga. It caught fire in 1969 and burned for several 

days, suggesting a bit of an environmental problem. 

The most famous person buried in Cleveland is James Garfield, the 20th president of the United 

States. He got himself shot after only four months in office. The most famous literary figure 

from the city is poet Hart Crane, who was born in nearby Garrettsville, worked for the Cleveland 

Plain Dealer and also for his Cleveland-based father, who invented Life Savers but sold the 

patent for a pittance. Crane committed suicide at age 32. 

With that kind of background, well, you can imagine that Cleveland gets the award for being the 

most apocalyptic sports town ... and don't even say a word, Chicago, since you enjoyed Michael 

Jordan for 15 years. None of Cleveland's teams has won a major sports championship since 

1964 when the Browns won the pre-Super Bowl NFL championship. 

The Cleveland Apoca-List: 

• CRAIG EHLO: No player in NBA history has been shown getting burned as much as the 

blonde 6'7" Cavaliers guard from the 1980s. He was the unfortunate defender on Jordan 

when His Airness hit a last-second jump shot to win an Eastern Conference playoff series in 

1989. The what-the-hell-could-I-have-done? look that Ehlo flashes after Jordan's shot goes in 

capsulates Cleveland's collective sports frustrations. And it was only one of a series of 

occasions when Jordan tortured the Cavs, one of those Great Teams Who Never Won the Big 

One. 

• KEVIN MACKEY: In 1990, three days after he signed a two-year, $300,000 contract to coach 

Cleveland State (big money for a mid-level school), Mackey, who called his relentless attack

on-offense-attack-on-defense style "Stun 'N Gun," was caught by police, as well as a local TV 

station, pulling out of a Cleveland crack house with his mistress. Mackey was fired after 



owning up to a cocaine and alcohol problem. All indications are that Mackey is straight these 

days. 

• ALBERT BELLE: The supremely talented Indians outfielder, who stood out as a lout even in 

a sport known for louts, had severe anger-management issues, not to mention a stay in the 

Cleveland Clinic for alcohol addition treatment, after which he announced that he would be 

going by "Albert," instead of "Joey," a nickname of his middle name Jojuan. During a 

tempestuous eight -year career in Cleveland, he trashed a clubhouse sink, drew fines from 

management for refusing to hustle, hurled obscenities at broadcaster Hannah Storm, chased 

teenagers who egged his house on Halloween, and threw baseballs at fans and photographers. 

• CHARLIE SHEEN: The best-known relief pitcher in Indians history, the substance-abusing, 

porn-actress-worshipping loose screw starred in two vastly overrated movies about Cleveland 

baseball, Major League and Major League II. 

• ART MODELL: In 1995, the owner of the Browns, an exceedingly unpleasant man, 

announced that he was moving the franchise to Baltimore, basically because he could not drag 

enough revenue out of decrepit Cleveland Stadium. Angry Browns fans wore MUCK 

FODELL t-shirts and hats, possibly because they really thought that was the correct way to 

spell the insult, and recruited native son Drew Carey to host a "Fan Jam," possibly because 

they thought Carey to be an A-list star. Still, Modell moved his operation to Baltimore, 

although the "new" team in Cleveland would still be known as the Browns. 

Since then, with new life and relieved to be rid of Modell, the Browns have had exactly two 

winning seasons. 

• LEBRON JAMES: After repeated testimonies of fealty to his adopted city, the Akron native, 

using the platform of one of the most awkward and self-involved television productions of all 

time, announced that he would "take my talents to South Beach." When he returned to 

Cleveland for his first game as a member of the Miami Heat in the 2010 season, he was booed 

mercilessly, though no LUCK FEBRON apparel was visible. Cowed by the Clevelanders, 

LeBron managed only 38 points, five rebounds and eight assists in a 118-90 Heat smackdown. 





When Jordan wasn't getting into Ehlo's body, he was getting into his head. 



rAMILY MATTERS 

rather, it seems, rarely knows best 

Golfer Jesper Parnevik (plus family) holding the winning trophy for the Phoenix Cup and 

possibly wondering "Hmm, how would 'Fairway Bunker' sound as a middle name?" 

1/16/95 The father of 14-year-old German tennis phenom Marlene Weingartner has 

hired Jim Pierce, who was banned by the WT A for disruptive behavior and 

whose daughter, Mary Pierce, says he physically and emotionally abused her, to be Marlene's 

coach. 

Marv Marinovich, whose tyrannical style contributed to the chaos of son 

Todd's abortive football career, is writing a how-to book on child-rearing. 

6/22/98 

6/26/95 



A 10-year-old boy, his mother and the Union City Little League in Naugatuck, Conn., have been 

sued by another 10-year-old over a 1996 incident in which the plaintiff was struck in the head

but not seriously injured-when the other youngster took a practice swing in the dugout. 

The babycenter.com website offers a Sports Conflict Catcher to help 

prospective parents plan pregnancies so childbirth won't conflict with major 

sports events. 

3/22/99 

5/31/99 Golfer Jesper Parnevik and his wife, Mia, named their newborn daughter 

Pebble Peach. 

Upon further review ... The full name of Parnevik's third child is Pebble Beach Phillippa. His 

son, born two years after PBP, is named Phoenix, the site of his first Tour win. His other 

children are named Ida Josefin Peg (after the tee peg) and Penny (after his ball mark of choice). 

The father of a youth league baseball player sued his son's coach for $2,000, 

claiming that bad coaching cost the boy a trip to a tournament in Florida. 
1/24/00 

9/25/00 Chilean tennis star Marcelo Rios refused to carry his country's flag in the 

opening ceremonies at the Olympics because his mother and sister weren't 

given tickets to the show. 

Damir Dokic, tennis player Jelena Dokic's father, whose pattern of drunken 

and abusive behavior has led to his being banned from numerous events, is the 
1/21/02 

pitchman in a series of ads for automaker and event sponsor Kia to be aired Down Under during 

the Australian Open. 

Upon further review ... In June of 2009 Damir Dokic was sentenced to 15 months in prison for 

threatening the Australian ambassador to Serbia with a hand grenade. His daughter is still a 

competitor and, after several tempestuous years, reportedly reconciled with her father, who got 

out of jail in April of 2010. 

8/18/03 The father of a 16-year-old tennis player in France was arrested under 

suspicion of slipping a fatigue-inducing drug into the water bottles of his 

son's opponents. 

Parents at Castro Valley (Calif.) High demanded that the girls' basketball 

team be chosen by a six-person panel instead of the coach. 
12/11/06 



9/10/07 A Florida man pleaded guilty to giving steroids to his 13-year-old son, who 

was training for a roller skating competition. 

Upon further review ... James Edward Gahan was given a six-year sentence for injecting his 

son, Corey, then a national-class skater, with B12 and steroids. Corey no longer competes but 

did make an appearance on an episode of Dr. Phil to discuss his boyhood. 

An eight-year-old girl was kicked out of a tennis tournament in New Zealand 

when she was discovered wearing a hidden earpiece to receive coaching from 

her father. 

8/4/08 

10/3/11 Organizers from the Greenlands Labour Club in Preston, England, defended as 

"perfectly legal" the cage fighting matches the club staged between boys as 

young as eight, which took place in front of a crowd of 250 adults and included scantily clad 

round-card women. 

Upon further review ... Rick Hartley, whose eight-year-old son was prominently featured in the 

British cage-fighting story, said early in 2012 that, since the storm of worldwide negative 

publicity, "there are a lot more kids going to look at it and there are more and more kids turning 

up for the tournaments." 



AB, TBERE WILL ALWAYS BE AN 

ENGLAND, AND, EB, A CANADA, 

TOO 

Our Mother Country and our Northern 

Neighbors do some funny things 

This is not a photo from the 12th century Crusades. It's a modern British fan (albeit one you 

would not like to meet at the soccer pitch) at the 2006 England vs. Sweden match in Cologne, 

Germany. 

11/25/96 Britain's Tatler magazine, a 287-year-old publication covering fashion, 

society and the arts, has hired Claus von Bulow as its rugby correspondent. 



Upon further review ... We've been unable to discover if von Bulow, the suave social climber 

who in a 1985 retrial that drew worldwide attention was cleared of poisoning his wife, ever 

wrote a rugby article. But in 2001 Tatler named him London's "46th most invited party guest." 

An Ontario (Canada) court ruled that a man convicted of sexual assault won't 11/15/99 
have to do jail time partly because the resulting financial hardship would 

keep his son from playing hockey. 

1/23/06 A group called Keep Britain Tidy is sending a letter to the country's soccer 

players asking them not to spit during games. 

Upon further review ... There wasn't enough room to get this into the item, but Keep Britain 

Tidy reinforced its case by calling spitters "morons who have made this filthy habit appear 

macho." We're not sure if they ever saw a Major League Baseball game. 

Canada may cancel its annual seal hunt because warm weather has made the 

ice too dangerous for the clubbers. 
3/20/06 

Upon further review ... The seal hunt has not been the same since 2006 due to a variety of 

factors including, some experts believe, global warming, the European Union's ban on seal 

products and public outcry. 

4/23/07 The Nova Scotia legislature endorsed a resolution criticizing the NHL for 

scheduling this Saturday's Penguins-Senators playoff game in the afternoon, 

when few people were free to watch it. 

A fisherman in Somerset, England, has requested in his will that his friends 

use his remains as bait. 
10/15/07 

9/7/09 Former NHL coach Jacques Demers, who admitted in 2005 that he was 

functionally illiterate, was appointed to Canada's Senate by Prime Minister 

Stephen Harper. 

Upon further review ... Canada's Senate is not an overly active body, its members appointed 

rather than elected, its charge to be more or less consultative rather than proactive. So Sen. 

Demers is doing fine. 

2/28/11 



Two East Calgary men were arrested last week after they allegedly got drunk, broke into an ice 

arena and stole a Zamboni, intending to use it to push their car out of the snow. 

7/18/11 The British Olympic Association, in a list of "social media guidelines" 

circulated to team managers, approved tweeting by British athletes during next 

summer's Games but urged the use of "correct spelling and grammar." 

Upon further review ... Perhaps in its grammar instruction the Brits had in mind tweets like the 

following from world triple-jump champion Phillips Idowu, who will represent the UK at the 

Games in London: "LOL, BBC need 2 speak to me boy! Coz I hear pure lies about how my 

withdrawals went down & who I informed and wen. Lucky I keep my texts." 

The United Kingdom's Royal Mint is releasing a series of 29 new 50-pence 

pieces, each featuring a different Olympic sport, including a soccer coin that on 

one side features a diagram explaining the concept of "offside." 

1/16/12 



LAMBEAU, 54304 

We're just not sure why so much apocalyptic 

stuff seems to happen in Green Bay 

Can you see the gap in Vince Lombardi's teeth? 

12./11/95 Angry that a Green Bay Packer rooter was gloating over the Packers' 35-28 
defeat of the Chicago Bears on Nov. 12, several Bear fans forcibly removed 

the man from a tavern near the Illinois-Wisconsin border and duct -taped him to a stop sign under 

a placard that read PACKERS FAN. 

A Wisconsin company is marketing-for $395 plus $25 for shipping and 

handling-a limited edition nine-inch Hydrastone sculpture that "captures the 
12./1/97 

image and memory" of Green Bay Packers coach Mike Holmgren riding to practice on a Harley-

Davidson. 

3/3/97 Green Bay Packers fan Noel Franus of Chicago has mounted an Internet 

campaign to protest a U.S. Postal Service stamp honoring Vince Lombardi 

because, he says, the stamp doesn't show the gap between Lombardi's front teeth. 



Upon further review ... The limited-edition, non-gap-toothed Lombardi stamp is no longer 

available. But it's worth noting that actor Dan Lauria, who portrayed the immortal Packers coach 

on Broadway, does have a gap in his tooth. 

Mark Chmura said now that he has been acquitted of sexual assault and child 

enticement, he's going to Disney World. 
2/12/01 

Upon further review ... Four years before tight end Chmura was accused of sexually assaulting 

(after a prom) a 17-year-old nanny who took care of his children, he had skipped a White House 

meet -and-greet with President Clinton because, he says, he was upset by the Monica Lewinsky 

scandal. Though he was found not guilty of the assault, Chmura later acknowledged that his 

behavior "wasn't something a married man should do." He now hosts a game-day show on a 

Milwaukee radio station during which he has made headlines for calling current Packers tight 

end Jermichael Finley "a moron." 

7/7/03 A Wisconsin couple have arranged to have their infant daughter baptized at 

Lambeau Field. 

Iraqi detainees at a prison camp in Baghdad have been taunting U.S. 

soldiers from Wisconsin about Brett Favre's signing with the Vikings. 
11/30/09 

3/22/10 A Green Bay man who sold his blood for $15 a pint to cover his season ticket 

costs was inducted into the Packers Fan Hall of Fame last week. 



APOCALYPTICA BRITANNICA 

Milan (Indiana) 

Milan [MY -lin], noun. 

1. Small Indiana town that got little credit for being the inspiration for Hoosiers. Not 

to be confused with sophisticated Italian city renowned for style, cuisine and the 

Teatro alla Scala 

A group of citizens calling itself Milan '54, after the year that the Milan Indians made basketball 

magic by winning the state title, had ambitious plans for downtown to capitalize. The 

centerpiece would be a museum to capitalize on the legacy of Milan High, which was changed to 

Hickory in the movie that starred Gene Hackman. Right now most of what would go in that 

museum is crammed into a downtown barbershop - photographs, yellowed newspaper clippings, 

uniforms, ticket stubs, a rusted rim, pieces from the old Milan gym floor, wooden lockers, 

varsity jackets from both Milan and the fictional Hickory and even a 50s first-aid kit. 

The group includes people who you might think could get this done. As Craig Fehrman told it in 

a story in a 2011 issue of Indianapolis Monthly, a few of them are former players, others are 

related to former players and one is related to the '54 mascot. But they are facing formidable 

roadblocks beyond the normal death-of-the-small-town syndrome, and have been unable to 

engender much enthusiasm even among the locals. "The town," as one Milan '54-er told 

Fehrman, "is anesthetized to the story." A $100-a-plate fundraiser flopped, as did sales of a 

Bobby Plump bobblehead-Plump was the real Milan player (Jimmy Chitwood in the film) who 

hit the decisive shot in the state tournament final. 

And, so, it seems that the Hoosiers spirit appears dead in downtown, which, in addition to the 

barbershop, is comprised of a town government building, a church-operated food pantry, a meat 

market and a motorsports operation. Clearly, some civic version of the ol' picket fence play is 

going to be needed to make this miracle come true. 



When we think of Indiana, the all-too-well-known, hootin' and hollerin' Bobby Knight comes to 

mind. Not quite Gene Hackman, but Knight was a movie star to many Hoosiers. 



MODERN LirE 

Nudity, Terrorism, Twitter and Hooters. Surely 

we can tie these together. 

John Daly signs an autograph for a fan decked out in the accoutrements of Hooters, his then

sponsor ... professional, that is. 

10/21/96 The Juanita (Fla.) Babe Ruth League, which is for players 14 to 16 years 

old, last week held a bikini contest as a fundraiser. 

Chicago Bulls forward Toni Kukoc's entrance into last Saturday's Bulls- 12/16/96 
Miami Heat game was interrupted when his pager fell from the pocket of his 

warmup jacket. 



8/21/00 A bomb squad was called in to Redskins headquarters to defuse a suspicious 
package that, when blown open with a water cannon, was found to contain 

four musical dolls sent to the Skins for good luck. 

A Celtics charter flight was delayed for two hours in Toronto because of 

smoke emanating from steaks sizzling in the galley. 
11/20/00 

4/14/97 While traveling the NASCAR circuit, driver Kyle Petty, the son of King 

Richard, brings along his own espresso machine. 

Squaw Valley resort in Olympic Valley, Calif., last week opened the world's 

first ski-through Starbucks. 
2/27/12 

2/19/01 The CIA says Islamic extremist groups such as Hamas, Hezbollah and Osama 

bin Laden's al-Qaeda have been exchanging information on terrorist targets 

through encrypted messages posted in Internet sports chat rooms. 

Advertising Age phoned the FBI trying to discover whether, according to a 

story in the magazine, "it was a pair of Nikes, Reeboks or Adidas" that 
1/14/02 

Richard Reid was wearing when he allegedly attempted to ignite a shoe bomb on an American 

Airlines flight last month. 

7/27/98 A new league-sanctioned pro football video game, NFL Xtreme, features 

cyberplayers who limp when injured, talk trash, flex over fallen opponents 

and, according to a promotional release, perform "50-plus touchdown dances." 

High jumper Amy Acuff and other track stars will pose nude for a 2000 

calendar to raise money for disadvantaged children. 
6/7/99 

Upon further review ... Googling "Athletes Who Have Posed Nude" will begin an exercise that 

could take you the better part of a day. 

12/27/99 The Vail, Colo., ski resort has installed computer kiosks along its runs so 

skiers can check stock quotes and make trades. 

4/30/01 



Apex Fitness of Thousand Oaks, Calif., has introduced a line of Oreo- and peanut-butter-cup

flavored energy bars laced with the muscle-builder creatine. 

Upon further review ... Googling "Creatine-laced Food Products" will begin an exercise that 

could take you the better part of a day 

11/4/02 Last Wednesday, ABC's The Bachelor drew a higher Nielsen rating among 

adults 18-49 than Game 4 of the World Series. 

Upon further review ... On the pulse-raising Bachelor episode, Heather Cranford, dubbed 

"Heather from Dallas" by Bachelor Aaron, is denied a rose. There is a further sport connection 

here: Heather eventually married David Nied, a former pitcher who had a 17-18 career record 

over five seasons with the Braves and Rockies. In Game 4, the Giants beat the Angels 4-3. 

A Sherpa whose grandfather carried supplies on Sir Edmund Hillary's 

historic 1953 Everest expedition is planning to build a cybercafe on the 

mountain. 

3/24/03 

4/14/03 The Reds' new Great American Ballpark has a built-in decontamination 

system to treat fans in the event of a chemical attack. 

Upon further review ... At this writing, the decontamination system has not been put to use at 

the Reds' ballpark. In 2006 stadium officials did stage a mock simulation of a terrorist attack for 

practice purposes with the participants getting free parking, lunch and game tickets. 

Nine of the last 20 PBA tour events have been won by bowlers using scented 

balls. 

6/6/05 A Little League team in Kentucky is sponsored by Hooters. 

6/7/04 

Upon further review ... Hooters continues to sponsor youth league teams both 

here and abroad, including an under-16 Australian Rules football squad, where protestors were 

told: "Our waitresses represent the all-American cheerleader, and, no, they don't all have big 

boobs." 

Undefeated super middleweight Laila Ali must undergo knee surgery because 

of the wear and tear of performing on Dancing with the Stars. 
5/28/07 

Upon further review ... Ali wasn't the only athlete DWTS casualty. Misty May-Treanor-part 

of arguably the greatest women's volleyball tandem ever with partner Kerri Walsh that won the 



Olympics gold in 2004 and 2008-tore her Achilles during the competition and needed surgery. 

The training of USA soccer goalie Hope Solo was set back considerably by her participation. 

And while Pittsburgh Steelers receiver Hines Ward avoided injury on Dancing with the Stars, he 

did hurt his partner, Kym Johnson, when he fell on her neck during a complicated practice lift. 

Still, the Ward-Johnson team prevailed in the 2011 competition. 

12./15/08 One hour after Lane Kiffin was introduced as Tennessee's new football 
coach "Lane Kiffin's wife" was the most-searched term on Google. 

Upon further review ... After Kiffen left USC after only one season, a petition was filed to 

name a sewage plant after him "to memorialize his stay here." That would've made a nice 

Apocalypse. "Lane Kiffen's wife" is still oft-searched. 

Georgia high school basketball star and Clemson recruit Marcus Thornton, of 

Atlanta's Westlake, had to leave his team's Class AAAAA state 
3/2.9/10 

championship loss to Milton because of a sprained left ankle incurred while landing after a chest 

bump with a teammate. 

Upon further review ... The star-crossed Thornton, who eventually enrolled at Georgia, had 

exploratory knee surgery late in 2011, ending his sophomore season. He should not be confused 

with the Marcus Thornton who is a starting guard for the Sacramento Kings. 

4/4/11 Engineers in Qatar unveiled a design for a remote-controlled, solar-powered 

artificial cloud, which they hope to float over games at the 2022 World Cup to 

provide shade from the scorching summer sun. 

Manchester United midfielder Darron Gibson terminated his Twitter account just 

97 minutes after creating it last week because of a slew of hateful messages from 

his own team's fans. 

5/9/11 

11/14/11 The first-division Mexican soccer team Jaguares de Chiapas has replaced the 

names on the back of its players' jerseys with their respective Twitter handles. 

A new fitness audio app for smartphones motivates runners with a 2./6/12. 
postapocalyptic narrative about zombies-replete with groans from the undead 

-who are chasing them. 

4/2./12. Organizers of the Arab Shooting Championships in Kuwait last week mistakenly 

played the parody version of the Kazakhstan national anthem from the movie 



Borat (including lines like "Greatest country in the world I All other countries are run by little 

girls") while Kazakh shooter Maria Dmitrienko was being awarded the gold medal in the 75 

target event. 

Three years after the restaurant chain dropped him as a sponsor, John Daly 

returned to Hooters last week to serve as Head Rules Official for a pre-Masters 

chicken-wing-eating contest in Augusta. 

4/16/12 



SELLING AND SELLOUTS 

Endorsements: Paying the bills in the sports 

world since long, long ago 

Grinnin' Gaylord Perry shows off his not-so-secret pitching secret. 

4/18/94 An Outdoor advertising company, Van Wagner Communications, has 

proposed removing damaged basketball backboards from public school 

playgrounds across the country and replacing them with new models emblazoned with public 

service messages-and sponsors' corporate logos. 

Hall of Fame pitcher Gaylord Perry, notorious in his career for doctoring 

baseballs, is marketing "limited collector's edition" autographed jars of 

petroleum jelly. 

7/4/94 

8/8/94 Lee Smith, the $1.5 million-a-year reliever for the Baltimore Orioles, admitted 

he has been stockpiling autographed bats in his locker so he "can sell them 

during a strike." 



Sir Edmund Hillary has lent his name to a line of upscale outdoor wear from 

Canterbury of New Zealand designed to hold up, as the promotional material 

trumpets, "whether you're assaulting Mount Everest or out for a weekend trek." 

9/12/94 

7/24/95 Texas Ranger reliever Ed Vosberg was arrested in a sting operation outside 

The Ballpark in Arlington as he tried to scalp four complimentary tickets to 

the All-Star Game. 

Arby's Beef-of-the-Game advertising spot on Pittsburgh Penguins telecasts 

features a replay of the most action-packed fight during that evening's 

game. 

10/28/96 

11/4/96 Announcers for the Arizona Diamondbacks, who begin major league play in 

1998 at Bank One Ballpark in Phoenix, will be required under a contract with 

the stadium's title sponsor to call every home run hit at the park "a Bank One boomer." 

The 38-year-old Welsh soccer club Llansantffraid has changed its name to 

Total Network Solutions in exchange for $400,000 from a cellular phone 

company. 

8/11/97 

Upon further review ... The Welsh soccer club did compete as Total Network Solutions for 

several years until it changed its name to the New Saints F.C. Officially, it's the New Saints of 

Oswestry Town and Llansantffraid. 

12/12/98 Twenty-five years after his celebrated catch in the Pittsburgh Steelers' 

victory over the Oakland Raiders in the first playoff game held at Three 

Rivers Stadium, Franco Harris is hawking a cellular phone service that promises "immaculate 

reception." 

FOLLOWUP APOCALYPSE: 2/9/09 Former Steelers running back Franco Harris is selling a 

line of furniture called the Immaculate Collection. 

Upon further review ... Harris was no more obsessed with the Immaculate Reception than 

Stephen Dubner, whose boyhood worship of Harris led him to write a strange 2003 book called 

Confessions of a Hero-Worshipper, in which he hunts down Harris but never succeeds in getting 

him to stand still. A few years later Dubner had better literary success-he is co-author of 

Freakonomics. 



The NFL is auctioning off the telephones it used on draft day. 5/24/99 

1/31/00 Scuffles at home games of the East Coast Hockey League's New Orleans 

Brass are now called Regency Rumbles for the Ford dealer that obtained 

sponsorship rights to the fights. 

For $195, visitors to the official website of Maple Leafs enforcer Tie Domi 12/11/00 
can buy a three-picture sequence showing Domi knocking out the Rangers' 

Ulf Samuelsson with a sucker punch that earned Domi and eight-game suspension in 1995. 

2/5/01 The Manchester United Football Club math workbook provides prices for 

official team products and asks kids to solve such arithmetic problems as, 

"Jordan has 30 pounds to spend. If he buys a pair of shorts, has he enough money for a keyring 

and a programme?" 

Danny Almonte memorabilia has begun cropping up on eBay; one ball signed 

by the discredited Little Leaguer was going for $355. 
9/10/01 

Upon further review ... There is nothing on eBay these days from Almonte, the 2001 Little 

League World Series phenom who was discovered to be 14, two years older than the maximum. 

As of 2012 Almonte was a volunteer assistant baseball coach at James Monroe High in New 

York City. 

9/17/01 During its game with visiting Wofford, Clemson ordered its marching band 

and cheerleaders to remain silent during breaks in the action so that TV 

commercials could be played on the Memorial Stadium video screen. 

Residents of Milan, Ind., the town on which Hoosiers was based, are 

planning to turn their downtown into a theme park. 
4/28/03 

12/22/03 Joe Theismann and Lawrence Taylor are selling autographed photos of 

Taylor snapping Theismann's shinbone in a 1985 game. 

Upon further review ... At last glance, the Theismann-L.T. photo was available on eBay with 

an asking price of $149.99. 

8/30/04 



Photos of Juan Marichal purposely hitting Johnny Roseboro on the head with a bat in 1965, 

autographed by both men, are selling on the Internet for $449. 

11/1/04 Chinese track star Liu Xiang, who won the gold medal in the 110-meter hurdles 

in Athens, has signed a deal to endorse cigarettes. 

Upon further review ... After much public outcry, Xiang, still an elite 110-meter hurdler who 

plans to compete in the 2012 London Games, gave up his association with Baisha, a cigarette 

company, in 2007. But he remains one of China's top celebrity endorsers and had a central role 

in Coca-Cola's "First Coke of the Year" ad campaign. 

Goodyear paid Pistons guard Richard Hamilton to braid his hair in the tread 

pattern of one of its tires. 
2/14/05 

7/3/06 Major League Baseball has licensed a funeral products company to produce a 

line of caskets and urns with the logos of all 30 big league teams. 

Having sold the rights to their official start time to the 7-Eleven store chain, 

the White Sox next year will begin weeknight home games at 7:11. 
10/23/06 

11/20/06 MLB.com is auctioning a 2006 game used Yankees hat belonging to pitcher 

Carl Pavano, who was injured and didn't play at all this season. 

A Benedictine monastery in Phoenix is renting out rooms during Super Bowl 

week at the rate of $300 per night for double occupancy. 
2/4/08 

8/22/11 The world's 32nd-ranked beach volleyball pair, Zara Dampney and Shauna 

Mullin, signed a deal to wear bikini bottoms bearing a bar code that when 

photographed by a smartphone takes you to the gambling website Betfair.com. 



ADULTS ONLY 

Where America's favorite pasttimes meet 

Anna Benson always stood tall against Major League Baseball's restrictive dress code. 

5/9/94 Mitch Gaylord, who won a gold, a silver and two bronze medals in gymnastics 

at the 1984 Olympics, has a starring role in the "erotic thriller" Sexual Outlaws. 

Upon further review ... Mitch Gaylord's IMDb history has only one other entry after Sexual 

Outlaws, but he did some of the stunts in Batman & Robin, and, among other projects, has 

served as a judge in Celebrity Circus. 

The University of Kentucky announced last week that it will revise "a portion" 

of the school's eight-year-old Wildcat logo in response to complaints that the 

wildcat's tongue looks like a penis. 

11/7/94 

11/13/95 This weekend, the New York City auction house Leland's will put up for bid 

a jockstrap that was once worn on the mound by New York Yankee reliever 

Goose Gossage. 



Upon further review ... From a chat room chain about the Gossage jock: Anonymous: "I have a 

Goose Gossage jockstrap if you're interested." Yankwood: "Are you serious about selling it? 

That shouldn't be too hard." 

During a recent men's golf tournament at Lakewood Country Club in 

Rockville, Md., members held a locker room "vodka shoot-out," featuring an 
7/29/96 

ice sculpture of a nude woman with chilled vodka spouting from between her thighs. 

5/19/97 The zoning rights for a $525 million football stadium in San Francisco have 

been jeopardized because the birthday party of a political consultant who 

supports the stadium featured dancers from a local strip club, a performance artist who urinated 

on a satanic priest and decorations that included inflatable plastic penises. 

The Italian rugby team Lazio has signed Jessica Rizzo, an actress in 

hardcore sex films, to sponsor the team and has adopted the promotional 

slogan "Have a great serum with the porn star." 

10/13/97 

8/31/98 A 6'3", 275-pound youth baseball coach banned by the Okeeheelee (Fla.) 

Athletic Association for twice dropping his drawers during a game blamed a 

bad case of "plumber's butt." 

Sponsors of an Australian amateur golf tournament are offering breast- 12/20/99 
enhancement surgery to the women's champ and a penis enlargement to the 

man with the longest drive. 

4/9/01 Australia's National Rugby League suspended John Hopoate for 12 games for 

inserting his fingers into opponents' rectums during scrambles for the ball. 

Upon further review ... After being permanently barred from rugby for various indiscretions 

that followed the rectum incident, Hopoate became a controversial heavyweight boxing 

champion of Australia as charges of unseemly conduct followed him. In 2010 he was charged 

with assault after an incident at a Kings Cross hotel where he was employed as a "Responsible 

Service of Alcohol Marshall." 

The URL www.tourdefrance.com takes users to a German adult site called the 

N oCreditCard-Peepshow. 
7/23/01 



12./10/01 Francisco Gallardo, a midfielder for Seville of Spain's top soccer division, 

bit teammate Jose Antonio Reyes's genitals during a goal celebration. 

The organizers of a golf tournament in Norco, Calif., were arrested after 

police said that prostitutes had been stationed at points on the course and 

were available to golfers between holes. 

6/2.4/02. 

12./2./ 02. English snooker player Willie Thorne is launching his own line of "Big 

Willie" underwear, which will be available in sizes ranging from small to 

"Mr. Maximum." 

The three female gymnasts banned by the Romanian Gymnastics Federation 

for appearing nude in an adult film were offered keys to the city by Bucharest 

mayor Traian Basescu. 

1/2.7/03 

Upon further review ... The three Romanian gymnasts, Claudia Presecan, Carina Ungureanu 

and Lavinia Milosovici, no longer compete. But their astonishingly similar topless balance beam 

routines endure on the Internet. 

10/4/04 An entrepreneur is seeking investors for the ThoroughBreast Racing League, 

which would allow parimutuel betting on races with topless women in Las 

Vegas. 

Upon further review ... Though we can't be certain that similar events never took place 

somewhere along the Strip, the ThoroughBreast Racing League never got off the ground. 

Anna Benson, wife of Mets pitcher Kris, promised to sleep with every 

member of the team, including coaches and groundskeepers, if he cheats on 

her. 

12./13/04 

Upon further review ... Although she filed for divorce in 2006, the Bensons are, at this writing, 

still together. Throughout an injury-plagued mediocre (70-75) career, Kris, the first pick in the 

1996 draft was less well known than his wife, a former stripper who vowed to have sex with her 

husband in the parking lot of every major league park. We can neither confirm nor deny that that 

happened. 

2./2.1/05 A Welsh rugby fan celebrated a win over England by cutting off his testicles. 



Dortmund, Germany, will have a "sex hut" village with condom machines 

and snack bars for prostitutes to use during the 2006 World Cup. 
6/20/05 

9/26/05 An English soccer team is erecting a statue of former player Vinnie Jones 
squeezing an opponent's testicles. 

A Wisconsin strip club owner is offering a lifetime membership in exchange for 

Super Bowl tickets. 
2/5/07 

5/21/07 A German sex toy company was ordered to pay $67,000 in damages to two of 
the country's soccer stars for using their names on vibrators. 

An Oklahoma City deacon was charged with assault after allegedly ripping 

another bar patron's scrotum because he was wearing a Texas shirt. 
9/3/07 

Upon further review ... Charges against Oklahoma deacon Allen Michael Bennett, who became 

known (rather lovingly) around the state as the "OU Scrotal Assassin," were eventually dropped 

after the district attorney of (ahem) Oklahoma County decided that the Texas-shirt-wearing fan 

had been the aggressor. 

3/17/08 An Oregon clinic is suggesting that men who need an excuse to stay at home 

and watch the NCAA tournament get a vasectomy. 

Two Nebraska wrestlers were thrown off the team for posing naked for a 

porn site. 
8/25/08 

Upon further review ... One of the two Nebraska wrestlers, Paul Donahoe, was a defending 

NCAA champ who, after being dismissed, enrolled at Edinboro (Pa.) State and finished second 

in the 2009 NCAA championships at 125 pounds. The other, Kenny Jordan, wrestled for one 

year at Adams State. 

7/4/11 An amateur soccer player in Australia was ejected from a match after refs found 

him in breach of uniform rules for wearing an "intimate body piercing"-this 

after a ball struck the player in the groin and he reportedly fell in agony to the pitch and pulled 

down his shorts to check for damage. 

1/23/12 



In order to learn how to "best reach each player," the coach of top-division German soccer team 

Hannover 96, Mirko Slomka, asked his players to fill out a survey about their sexual interests, 

with 128 questions ranging from their erotic preferences to their most intimate fantasies. 

1/30/12 Corner Canyon High, a new school set to open in Draper, Utah, in 2013, had 

its request for a team nickname the Cougars (the No. 1 choice in a poll of 

future students, rejected by the school board on the grounds that it would be offensive to some 

middle-aged women. 

AshleyMadison.com, a dating website for people who want to have affairs, 

offered a $1 million reward to any woman who could prove that she has had 

sexual relations with self-professed virgin Tim Tebow. 

5/7/12 



APOCALYPTICA BRITANNICA 

Jocksncox 

Jocksncox [jocks and cocks], noun. 
Derivation: British 

1. The intimate intersection of the industries of sport and adult entertainment 

In a quarterfinal match at the Acura Classic in 2001, Jennifer Capriati, the one-time tennis 

phenom who was then trying to reclaim a career that had been derailed by drugs, grew so 

aggravated with the grunting of her opponent, Monica Seles, that she shouted "Shut the f

up!" (Seles won the match easily.) Capriati eventually had to retire in 2005 because of injuries, 

and, after several years of quietude, she was rushed to a Florida hospital in 2010 after overdosing 

on prescription medication. Capriati and her family claimed it was accidental, but a former 

boyfriend, adult film star Dale DaBone (his given name is Dale Rutter, which itself sounds 

ungiven) claimed that Capriati was "hysterical" after learning the news that he was returning to 

the moan-and-groan industry to star in "Batman XXX,'' a parody for which he earned boffo 

reviews from the adult-video press. 

For Capriati, apparently, grunting was not okay but groaning was just fine. 

An x-rated actress named Devon Shire dated both Barry Bonds and Al Cowlings (she claimed 

that the O.J. sidekick told her that O.J. had admitted the killings). Tiger Woods bedded down 

with Joslyn James. Patriots tight end Rob Gronowski apologized after photos of him with Bibi 

James made the rounds. UFC champ Chuck Liddell dated Jayden James. (To date, there has been 

no investigation of why so many adult actresses are named James.) For a while, there was a 

sweetness to the love story of UFC hotshot Tito Ortiz and the celebrated adult thespian Jenna 

Jameson, but they have apparently broken up, at least if you believe their Twitter accounts. They 

met, by the way, on MySpace. 

But it's not just an American thing. Irishman Greg Jacob was kicked off of Wexford's senior 

hurling team after cavorting in a video with British porn star Tanya Tate. "I don't regret doing 

it," said Jacob. "It was just a dare from the lads." Even porn sounds so much purer across the 

pond. 



Sixteen-year-old Jennifer Capriati after reaching the semifinals of the 1992 Lipton 

Championships. 



OKAY, TBAT TOOK BALLS 

No one can deny the courage of these acts 

Barry Bonds-always in a world of his own creation. 

11/8/93 In response to a request by Andre Agassi, the names of two private streets near 

the tennis star's four-lot enclave in Las Vegas will be changed to Andre Drive 

and Agassi Court. 

When the Pro-Line Cap Co., a leading manufacturer of athletic caps, was told 

by federal inspectors that one of its plants near Fort Worth did not have 
1/17/94 

enough women's rest rooms to accommodate its staff, the company responded not by building 

more rest rooms but by firing 30 women. 

8/29/94 Pleading hardship, San Francisco Giants slugger Barry Bonds, who was 

making $4.75 million this season before the baseball strike, had his $15,000-

per-month child and spousal support payments cut in half last week by a judge who then asked 

him for his autograph. 



Upon further review ... The action to cut spousal payments was not initiated by Bonds, who 

never said that he could not pay Sun Bonds $15,000 per month. George Taylor, the domestic 

relations commissioner (same as a judge) who collected Bonds's signature, later apologized and 

resigned from the case. 

In a program targeting people with low credit ratings, three California banks 

will offer loans of as much as $25,000, at interest rates as high as 21.8%, to 

help Oakland Raiders fans buy season tickets. 

9/18/95 

12/4/95 Citizens of Vanuatu, the South Pacific island where men jump off bamboo 

towers with vines tied to their legs as a virility ritual, are considering seeking 

royalties from bungee-jump operators all over the world. 

The Rosamond (Calif.) High football team was disqualified before its 

divisional title game because it had erased all its scoring plays from a tape it 

sent to opponent Orange Lutheran High. 

12/25/95 

6/3/96 Dennis Rodman has sued to prevent a Teaneck, N.J., man from marketing a 

long-sleeved T -shirt emblazoned with images closely resembling the tattoos on 

the body of the Chicago Bulls' star. 

Ring announcer Michael Buffer is suing Columbia and Sony because the film 

Booty Call uses his trademark catchphrase, "Let's get ready to rumble!" 
3/31/97 

Upon further review ... "LGRTR!" has earned Buffer as much as $400 million. He contracted 

throat cancer in 2008 but, at this writing, was in remission. 

10/20/97 Mississippi State noseguard Eric Dotson missed last Saturday's game 
against Northeast Louisiana because of injuries he sustained in a fight with 

a teammate over who was first in line to have his ankles taped. 

A recent Nike press release suggested that the company's new "form-fitting" 1/26/98 
uniforms, which provide for "greater range of motion and improved 

performance," make it "no coincidence" that the Denver Broncos are in the Super Bowl. 

4/13/98 Saying that endorsers must "fit our brand persona," Puma will use high school 

basketball stars for its Back to the Game ad campaign, paying the youngsters' 

expenses to and from commercial shoots. 



Bob Hill, who has coached the Knicks, the Pacers and the Spurs, has hired a 

public relations agency to promote his bid for another NBA job. 
6/29/98 

Upon further review ... Bob Hill got another head gig, in Seattle, where he lasted two seasons. 

He now coaches in Japan for the Tokyo Apache. 

9/21/98 Two months after being acquitted of fraud charges in New York City, Don 

King took a group of the jurors from his trial on an all-expenses-paid 

weekend jaunt to the Bahamas. 

A helicopter carrying PGA Tour golfer P .H. Horgan III to the Bay Hill 

Classic landed on an Orlando soccer field, scattering about a hundred five

and six-year-olds who were playing there. 

3/29/99 

4/19/99 After Everton fans taunted him about his alleged drug use, Liverpool striker 

Robbie Fowler celebrated a Premier League goal by pretending to snort the 

goal line. 

The Yankees filed a lawsuit asking a judge to make their Tampa spring 

training field exempt from property taxes because it serves a "governmental 

purpose." 

1/10/00 

Upon further review ... A judge ruled against the Yankees in their bid to gain tax-exempt status 

in Florida. 

4/10/00 Five hundred Yankee Stadium tickets for the June 9 Yanks-Mets game have 

been reserved for sale in tandem with tickets for what Yankee Nets, the 

conglomerate that owns both teams, calls the Nets' "Playoff Drive." 

Upon further review ... The Nets' prospective "Playoff Drive" fell a bit short when they lost 

their last 11 games and finished far out of the postseason picture. 

After the Kings' Chris Webber and Jason Williams were written up for 

reckless driving-both had been cited for speeding in January-Webber said, 
5/15/00 

"If Sacramento troubles me about a ticket, they will lose a nice person in the community." 

6/17/00 



Oscar De La Hoya's rematch with Shane Mosley, which had been tentatively scheduled for 

October, is being pushed back because De La Hoya will be too busy that month promoting his 

first CD. 

Dennis Rodman has a new Internet site, rodmantv.com, that will provide live 

Webcasts of his Newport Beach, Calif., house parties. 
7/24/00 

FOLLOWUP APOCALYPSE: 5/31/04 Dennis Rodman has sold his Newport Beach home 

because he felt his neighbors partied too much. 

8/14/00 A 15-minute phone conversation with Giants slugger Barry Bonds was 
auctioned off on eBay for $481. 

Upon further review ... Kevin Fern, the insurance executive who paid for the Bonds call, said 

that the disgraced slugger was so generous that he talked five minutes longer than scheduled. As 

he was hanging up he heard Bonds say, "I guess that means the next guy's getting only 10 

minutes." 

Bengals wide receiver Chad Johnson asked fans for donations to help pay 

for a celebration fine he was planning to incur. 
11/29/04 

Upon further review ... Johnson, now famously Ochocinco, had one spectacular catch in the 

game but did not celebrate enough to draw a fine. 

1/10/05 English rugby star Lewis Moody missed the first game after the holidays 

because he said he'd hurt himself repeatedly shaking hands over the festive 

period. 

English snooker player Jimmy White legally changed his name to James 

Brown so he could call himself "The Godfather of Snooker." 
2/28/05 

Upon further review... Jimmy "Whirlwind" White, who calls himself the "People's 

Champion," has his own website according to which he is "available for bookings." 

2/20/06 Former USC running back Anthony Davis will broadcast his gastric bypass 
surgery live on the Internet next month. 

5/8/06 



Omaha Royals outfielder Kerry Robinson had to leave a game due to muscle spasms triggered 

by his laughing at the antics of a youth team during a pregame promotion. 

12/4/06 Two Boise skating-rink employees were fired for making a late-night run to a 

Burger King drive-through in the rink's Zambonis. 

Eight St. Louis police officers were suspended last week for using 2006 

World Series tickets they had seized from scalpers. 
4/30/07 

6/8/08 Designer Ralph Lauren's company, Polo, is suing to force the 23-year-old 

official magazine of the U.S. Polo Association to give up the name Polo. 

Upon further review ... In May of 2011, a federal judge ruled that the U.S. Polo Association 

cannot use a player or the word "polo" to market its own fragrances because it infringes on 

Lauren's "substantive trademark rights." 

The Yankees asked the city of New York for $370 million in bonds for 

their new stadium the same week they signed CC Sabathia to a $161 

million contract. 

12/22/08 

3/9/09 The Browns' Shaun Rogers reportedly wants to be traded, in part because new 

coach Eric Mangini didn't say hello to him at the team's practice facility in 

January. 

An Atlanta promoter has announced the formation of a whites-only basketball 

league that will focus on "fundamental basketball" rather than "street ball." 
2/1/10 

Upon further review ... The brainchild-and the word is used loosely-of Don "Moose" Lewis, 

the All-American Basketball Alliance has yet to be formed. 

3/1/10 Luge silver medalist David Moeller, from Germany, broke an incisor after a 

photographer asked him to bite his medal for a picture. 

A University of Connecticut donor last week demanded that the school refund his 2/7/11 
$3 million gift because he felt that he hadn't been adequately consulted on the 

football team's hiring of a new coach. 



Upon further review ... While praising past support given by the donor, Robert Burton, and his 

family, the UConn athletic department said in a written statement that "the decision [on whether 

to make the refund] was appropriately made by the university in the best interests of UConn and 

our football program." 

4/11/11 David Ferrer, the world's No. 6-ranked tennis player, attempted to silence an 

infant in the stands who had cried during a serve at the Sony Ericsson Open 

quarterfinals on March 30 by intentionally directing a forehand lob into the vicinity of the noise. 

Upon further review ... Ferrer, who was losing his match to Mardy Fish when he took aim at 

the baby, later blamed his poor play on "indigestion," which might've been the baby's problem, 

too. 

Boston Pizza, a Canadian chain, spent roughly $20,000 to rebrand 62 stores as 

Vancouver Pizza during the Stanley Cup finals, including hanging banners over 

its signs and putting stickers over its logo on takeout boxes. 

6/13/11 

8/8/11 The struggling Spanish banking group Bankia, which in 2009 financed Real 

Madrid's acquisition of stars Cristiano Ronalda and Kaka, is seeking a loan from 

the European Central Bank and has put the two players up as collateral. 

Upon further review ... At this writing, Bankia has not reneged on its loan, meaning that 

Ronalda and Kaka are still with Real Madrid and not the property of the ECB. 



ANNALS Or IRONY 

Sometimes the cosmos is far, far too good to us 

The Joker is often wild at his courtside seat, as he once was wild at a traffic light. 

11/1/93 New Jersey Nets general manager Willis Reed, who made $300,000 per season 

at the height of his career, was told by an agent that the Nets' eight-year, $69 

million offer to Derrick Coleman was "credible but unacceptable." 

Jack Nicholson, who recently settled a civil lawsuit in which it was alleged 

that he bashed the roof and windshield of a car with a golf club during a 
3/21/94 

heated dispute at a traffic light, will host the 23rd Police-Celebrity Golf Tournament in Los 

Angeles in May. 

8/1/94 The title sponsor of this month's Chicago Triathlon is Mrs. T's Pierogies, the 

world's largest maker of the calorie-laden stuffed-dough concoctions 

For the second straight year the San Francisco Giants were involved in a 

bench-clearing brawl at Candlestick Park on Until There's a Cure Day-an 
8/28/95 



AIDS benefit in which fans and players formed "a human ribbon of strength and compassion." 

2/3/97 Former Oakland Raiders safety Jack Tatum-whose autobiography is entitled 

They Call Me Assassin-has applied for $156,000 a year in benefits from the 

NFL pension fund, citing mental anguish he has suffered since delivering the hit that paralyzed 

New England Patriots receiver Darryl Stingley in 1978. 

The National Coalition Against Domestic Violence announced its May 

fundraiser: an aerobic kickboxing marathon. 
2/22/99 

8/30/99 The University of Minnesota official who recently retired as the sexual 

violence awareness coordinator for Gophers athletes was cited for soliciting 

prostitutes twice in the last eight years. 

A South African man who planned a 2,000-mile walk from Cape Town to 9/6/99 
Johannesburg and back to draw attention to violent crime in his country was 

mugged at gunpoint by three men and relieved of his wallet and watch 12 miles into the journey. 

10/25/99 A mock riot in Rotterdam to test security for next year's European soccer 
championships was cut short when a group of real hooligans showed up 

wielding stones. 

The Triple-A Tacoma Rainiers' Umbrella Night was rained out. 9/13/99 

3/29/04 A Thai man in the Guinness Book of World Records for spending the most 
time with snakes died of a snakebite. 

Five teams were denied entry to Scotland for Homeless World Cup of soccer 

because they were too poor. 
8/1/05 

Upon further review ... Four of the five nations that were kept home by their own domestic 

financial issues have since played in the women's Homeless World Cup. They are Kenya, 

Zambia, Cameroon and Nigeria. Burundi is no longer a member of the Homeless World Cup 

federation. 

8/20/07 A youth football tournament in Cincinnati called the Peace Bowl was halted 

when a man was fatally shot near the field. 



On Reading to Succeed Night at the Target Center, the Timberwolves handed 

out posters with their nickname spelled W-0-V-E-S. 
4/6/09 

9/5/11 The Can-Am League's Newark Bears last week donated $2,000 to Mothers 

Against Drunk Driving on the same night that the team hosted a beer pong 

tournament. 



BIGBER EDUCATION, BIGBER 

POWERS 

College sports and the spirit world 

Like many stars on the court, BYU's Wooden Award-winning Jimmer Fredette's very presence 

in the college classroom was a distraction. 

11/2.2./93 Don King, who was inexplicably invited to speak at Penn's Wharton School 

of Business last week, urged the future CEOs to "rhapsodize and 

soliloquize." 

Upon further review ... Don King has received at least two honorary degrees, from Shaw 

University in Raleigh, N.C., and Central State University in Wilberforce, Ohio. 

The choice of Devil Rays as the nickname of Tampa Bay's new baseball 

franchise angered many local fans, who are complaining that ray spelled 

backward (yar) is the name of a satanic canine. 

4/3/95 



1/8/96 Arizona State has canceled most of its classes on Jan. 25 and 26 because of the 

"absolute craziness" that school administrators expect leading up to the Jan. 28 

Super Bowl at Sun Devil Stadium on the Tempe campus. 

In efforts to end a season long slump, Exeter City, a third-division English 

soccer club, hired psychic Uri Geller to place special "energy-infused" crystals 

behind the team's goal. 

5/12/97 

FOLLOWUP APOCALYPSE: 7/15/02 Michael Jackson was named honorary director of the 

Exeter City soccer club. 

11/17/97 Defensive tackle Sean Gilbert turned down the Washington Redskins' $3.6 

million contract offer and won't play this season because he had a "revelation 

from God" that the team should pay him $5 million. 

Upon further review ... Sean Gilbert was invited by Rex Ryan to be an intern coach for the 

2011 Jets, months after the God-wanted-me-to-get-more money philosopher played a key role in 

the contract-related holdout of his uncle, Jets defensive back Darrelle Revis, who now Tweets 

often about his relationship with God. Gilbert owns a music production company in Charlotte 

and Revis has already laid down a few tracks there in anticipation of a possible music career 

after football. 

Thirteen nuns from an order in Edmonton laid a small hockey stick and a 

puck at the foot of a statue of Jesus as part of a prayer ritual to keep the 

Oilers from leaving town. 

3/30/98 

4/6/98 Angry that public funds were used to build Bank One Ballpark in Phoenix, the 

chairman of the county Libertarian Party says he will hire a witch to put a hex 

on Arizona Diamondbacks players and their fans. 

An Auburn horticulture professor is encouraging area farmers to grow blue 

potatoes that in combination with orange sweet potatoes will allow the school 

to sell "Tiger Fries" at football games next season. 

4/27/98 

2/4/02 The Lancaster (Pa.) YMCA is scrambling for security help for its Sept. 7 

triathlon after a nearby fire police department decided to boycott the event, 

saying the YMCA promotes witchcraft by holding readings of Harry Potter books. 



Police arrested 81 bookies in Jaipur, India, for offering bets on whether or not 

religious riots would erupt between Hindu and Muslim factions in the region. 
3/18/02. 

10/14/02. Florida State canceled two days of classes because of concerns about 
campus congestion brought on by a Thursday night home football game 

against Clemson. 

A University of Calgary professor plans to study why women flash their 

breasts at hockey fans. 
1/31/05 

Upon further review ... The sociology professor who did the mammary study, Mary Valentich, 

found that for the women who flashed it was "about celebration and identity," and that they 

wanted to do "something that men can't do and that's to be a [Calgary] Flames girl." 

11/10/03 A Florida rabbi is delivering a public lecture, titled The Curses of the 

Billygoat and the Bambino: Exploring the Talmudic View on Curses. 

The Ukrainian rhythmic gymnastics team claimed it lost the European 

championship because it was hexed by 15 psychics hired by the Russian team. 
8/2./04 

10/2.4/05 A Virginia high school band stopped playing "The Devil Went Down to 

Georgia" at football games after local residents complained the song 

"violated the separation of church and state." 

The NCAA took Division III Carthage College off its list of schools with 

banned Native American nicknames after the school changed its nickname 

from Redmen to Red Men. 

11/2.1/05 

8/2.8/06 A Missouri man says he saw an image of the Virgin Mary in the grease 

drippings from his George Foreman Grill. 

Upon further review ... The Foreman Grill sighting is listed as fifth on one website's "Top ten 

Virgin Mary sightings," No. 1 being "Virgin Mary salsa." 

Cricket fans in the hometown of India's national team captain are building a 

temple where he will be worshiped as a god. 
1/19/09 



4/25/11 Wooden Award-winning BYU senior Jimmer Fredette is said to have been 
asked by school officials to finish his degree online because his presence in 

classes had become too distracting. 

Upon further review ... On the online college's website, Fredette is listed third among athletes 

who got their degree online, right behind Shaquille O'Neal and Troy Aikman and right ahead of 

Venus Williams, Lisa Leslie and Jalen Rose. 

A study conducted by Ursinus College determined that the Bills were the 

NFL's most attractive team (and the Chiefs the least attractive), based on 

photographic analysis of players', coaches' and owners' facial-feature symmetry. 

9/19/11 



APOCALYPTICA BRITANNICA 

Ba .. tmanned 

Bartmanned [BART manned], verb. 

1. To relentlessly and heartlessly hound a helpless, bespectacled unfortunate. 

Ex: The eighth grade cheerleading squad Bartmanned a classmate into an eating 

disorder. 

The mistreatment of Chicago Cubs devotee Steve Bartman, whose offense was to reach for a 

foul ball that 99.9% of the population would've reached for too, was an apocalyptic moment in 

our fan culture, the flip side of a parallel incident that had occurred in 1996. In that first incident, 

a long, eighth-inning flyball to right field off the bat of Derek Jeter ended up, momentarily, in 

the grips of a 12-year-old fan named Jeffrey Maier. Maier deflected it back into the seats, but it 

was nevertheless ruled a home run; replays showed it was clearly fan interference. Jeter's home 

run helped the Yankees beat the Orioles in Game 1 and New Y ark went on to win the series. 

For his interference, Maier, who went to be an outstanding college baseball player, was treated 

like royalty. Bartman was not so lucky since his interference-which was not nearly as 

egregious as Maier's and possibly not interference at all-went against the home team. 

In the eighth inning of a 2003 National League playoff game against the Florida Marlins at 

Wrigley Field, a foul popup off the bat of a Marlins player headed toward the seats. Bartman 

reached for it, and the Cubs, holding a 3-0 game lead, as well as a 3-2 series lead, couldn't come 

up with it. Chances are, a third out would've sent the hapless home team into their first World 

Series since 1945, where they would've been looking for their first win since 1907. But the ball 

went uncaught, and the Cubs collapsed. At which point, scapegoating proceeded at a pace that 

conjured up Shirley Jackson's famous dark story, The Lottery. 

The Bartman Apoca-list: 

• NEANDERTHAL FANS: Dozens of them in the third-base-line bleachers section threatened 

Bartman with violence and forced him to leave the stadium after the play. 

• ROD BLAGOJEVICH: The then governor of Illinois made this comment even as Bartman 

continued to receive death threats: "He will never get a pardon from this governor." It was 

Blago who later needed a pardon after he was found guilty of corruption and sentenced to 14 

years. 



• JOHN KASS: The Chicago Tribune columnist, who was the first journalist to talk to Bartman 

after the incident, asked him: "Do you realize what you have just done?" 

• MOISES ALOU: The Cubs leftfielder, who, after he failed to come up with the Bartman ball, 

stomped around like a second grader who had been called in prematurely from recess, inciting 

the fans in Bartman's section. Later, Alou did speak out against the mistreatment of Bartman, 

but it was a little late. 

• THE CHICAGO SUN-TIMES: The newspaper Chicago Sun-Times printed Bartman's home 

address, leading to further unmerciful harassment. 

• MOST OF THE CUBS ROSTER: The team not only collapsed in that Game 6, allowing 

Florida eight post-Bartman runs, but also choked in Game 7, losing 5-3. The Marlins went on 

to beat the Yankees in the World Series. 

The shot that was heard around the world. Or at least Chicago. 



LOST PERSPECTIVE 

Moments when we can't see the forest for the 

trees 

To say that Manny is The Man is simply not enough. 

6/13/94 A team of scientists from Alfred (N.Y.) University worked for four years in 
the laboratory to develop a form of extra-strong safety glass ... to be used in 

the windows of condominiums built next to golf courses. 

More reporters showed up in Tbilisi for the Georgian national soccer team's 

European Championship qualifier with Germany last month than covered that 

former Soviet republic's 1991 civil war. 

5/1/95 



9/30/96 Despite an ongoing incident involving a local mother who was holding her 

daughter hostage and threatening her with a hatchet, the ABC affiliate in 

Buffalo made quarterback Jim Kelly's hamstring pull the lead story on its 5 p.m. news broadcast 

last Thursday. 

According to a recent survey by Boating magazine, a married boat owner is 

more likely to carry a wallet photograph of his boat than of his spouse or 

children. 

11/3/97 

5/4/98 Pegasus Gold, a Spokane, Wash.-based mining company that paid $32 million 

to settle lawsuits over environmental damage in Montana (including the 

devastation of six trout streams) and filed for bankruptcy in January, has requested legal 

permission to give its top executives more than $1 million in bonuses. 

Iowa State's new, seven-ton, $1.5 million gondola-shaped basketball 

scoreboard that hangs in Hilton Coliseum comes equipped with four video 
2/16/98 

screens and 24 panels for corporate signage but shows neither the score nor the running time of 

the game. 

7/26/99 On Astros manager Larry Dierker's first day back from brain surgery, 

outfielder Derek Bell bitched about Dierker's dropping him to sixth in the 

batting order. 

A Singapore man was given a deferment from compulsory military service to 

play in a video game competition. 
9/19/05 

2/2 7/06 A Florida middle school gym teacher faces bribery charges for allegedly 

letting students skip class if they paid him $1 per day. 

Upon further review ... The bribe-seeking middle school gym teacher, a woman with the 

impossibly melodious name of Tamara B. Tootle (the original Apocalypse indicated she was a 

man) was sentenced to three years probation and resigned after her arrest. 

A military takeover of the government of Fiji was delayed until after a 

rugby match between the army and national police. 
12/18/06 



1/29/07 A Chicago woman had labor induced three days early so her husband could 

attend the NFC championship game. 

The Philippine army and insurgents observed a seven-hour truce so they 

could watch local hero Manny Pacquiao win the WBC super featherweight 

belt from Juan Manuel Marquez. 

3/24/08 

Upon further review ... The Phillippine Inquirer reported that at least three Pacquiao fans died 

of heart attacks brought on by anxiety and excitement during the Pacman's knockout of Ricky 

Hatton in 2010. 

8/18/08 The city of Kannapolis, N.C., took down flags honoring native son Dale 

Earnhardt because Martha Stewart was coming to town. 

Upon further review ... Though the Earnhardt banners were taken down partly because of Ms. 

Stewart's visit, some local poobahs were also concerned that they were tattered and not in 

keeping with the image the city wanted to promote. 

Tiger Woods was mentioned on the cover of the New York Post for 20 

consecutive days, surpassing the 9/11 attacks (19 days) for the longest 

streak in the paper's history. 

(NOTE: This had nothing to do with golf.) 

12/28/09 

11/21/11 A Los Angeles woman last week postponed her 15-year-old son's 

appendectomy so that she could attend Manny Pacquiao's media day 

appearance at a Hollywood gym. 



ANIMAL KINGDOM 

When the worlds of animals and sports collide 

In sports, it's quite often a dog's life ... even with a monkey on your back. 

6/6/94 After a 40-year-old woman marathoner was killed by a mountain lion in the 

Sierra Nevada foothills in April, and the lion was later shot by wildlife 

authorities, a fund for the eat's cub had, as of last week, raised $21,000 ... while a fund for the 

woman's two children had raised only $9,000. 

Treadmills, a swim-therapy pool and massage therapists are among the 

options available to pets at The Total Dog, a canine fitness center that 

recently opened in Los Angeles. 

12/30/96 



7/20/98 Faced with sagging tennis ball sales, Penn Racquet Sports is stamping balls 

with the Purina logo, upping their price (from about 80 cents a ball to about 

$2.50) and marketing them as "natural felt fetch toys" for dogs. 

Alan Rondi of Dublin, Calif., pleaded guilty to cruelty to animals and was 

ordered to pay a $10,000 fine after he partially blinded a barn owl with a 

slingshot-the bird's screeches disrupted his enjoyment of Monday Night Football. 

11/1/99 

3/6/00 The New Zealand Game Industry Board plans to promote deer velvet-the 

fuzzy stuff on antlers-as a performance enhancer after clinical trials showed 

that it may boost strength and endurance when consumed. 

Two harness racing horses in New York this summer have tested positive for 

sildenafil citrate, otherwise known as Viagra. 
8/28/00 

9/11/00 After angry birders complained that they'd heard geographically out-of-place 

species chirping in the background of some gold telecasts, CBS admitted it 

had played taped bird songs during some tournaments for "ambient sound." 

An Avon (Ind.) High wrestling coach was suspended for two weeks after 

biting off the head of a live sparrow in front of his team. 
3/11/02 

5/13/02 H' Angus, the monkey mascot of England's Hartlepool soccer club, has been 

elected mayor of Hartlepool. 

Upon further review ... Stuart Drummond, the man who played H' Angus, was the elected 

mayor, not the monkey. But Drummond did campaign on a platform that promised free bananas 

to all schoolchildren. Once in office, though, he took the job seriously, gave up the mascot gig 

and was re-elected for two subsequent terms. 

Studios in New York, Miami and Hollywood have begun offering yoga 

classes for dogs. 
4/19/04 

2/7/05 An Oklahoma state senator wants to legalize a form of cockfighting in which 

the birds wear tiny boxing gloves. 

Upon further review ... Oklahoma Democrat Frank Shurden's argument in favor of bird

fighting was that roosters-with-boxing-gloves would be "like the fencing that you see on the 



Olympics, you know, where they have little balls on the ends of the swords and the fencers wear 

vests." Before Shurden left the state senate in 2006 due to term limits, he was unable to get it 

passed, the same fate that befell his pet legislation-forced castration for sex offenders. 

Rockies pitcher Darren Oliver had to leave a spring training game because he 

was swarmed by bees attracted to the coconut oil in his hair gel. 
4/4/05 

5/16/05 A Louisville gift shop is selling "Genuine Kentucky Thoroughbred Horse 

Manure" for $3.75 a bag. 

After spending more than 1,000 hours completing one of the world's largest 

jigsaw puzzles, an upstate New York man believes the 18,000th and last 

piece was eaten by his beagle. 

11/2.8/05 

6/2.6/06 Ukrainian World Cup players blamed their 4-0 loss to Spain on a lack of 
sleep caused by croaking frogs that live outside their hotel. 

Fans of Steve (the Crocodile Hunter) Irwin have cut off the tails of several 

stingrays to avenge his death. 
9/2.5/06 

Upon further review ... Strangely, an Irwin website, crocodilehunter.com, is still extant and 

includes a video link to Irwin's "closest calls so far," some of them showing bloody injuries to 

the Aussie. 

4/9/07 Hong Kong police are searching for the men who planted devices in the turf at a 

racetrack that would shoot poison darts at horses. 

A Brewers runner was thrown out at third base after manager Ned Yost's 

scratch of a mosquito bite was misinterpreted as the steal sign. 
9/17/07 

11/19/07 A pheasant hunter in Iowa was shot in the calf with more than 100 pellets 
when he lay down his shotgun to retrieve a bird and his dog stepped on the 

trigger. 

A Hollywood Hills resident whose pet Lhasa Apso had gone missing tweeted 

that she would trade floor seats to the Lakers in exchange for leads on the 

dog's whereabouts. 

4/12./10 



12./5/11 The manager of Samoa's rugby team was fined 100 pigs last week for his 

behavior at the Rugby World Cup in New Zealand, where he is alleged to have 

neglected the team and spent much of his time golfing and drinking with friends as Samoa went 

2-2 and failed to advance. 



APOCALYPSE BALL Of fAME 

Some absurdity transcends classification 

Some of this "confetti" being showered down on Yankees fans after the '09 World Series turned 

out to be something more confidential. 

10/11/93 David Carradine, years older and pounds heavier than in his Kung Fu prime, 

is hawking his own t'ai chi workout video. 

In a tribute to recently deceased Hall of Famers, the official 1993 World 

Series souvenir scorebook, prepared by Major League Baseball, used a 

photo of Jackie Robinson to illustrate its Roy Campanella entry. 

12/20/93 

5/15/95 For $75 a sports memorabilia company in New Jersey has sold what it bills as 

yarmulkes signed by Sandy Koufax. 



Cooperstown, N.Y., officials recently rejected a minor league baseball 

franchise on the grounds that the city is "really not a baseball town, per se." 
11/2.0/95 

4/2.9/96 The barber at the Lewis and Clark County Jail in Helena, Mont., an ardent 
fly-fisherwoman, plans to use clippings from the hair and beard of inmate 

Theodore Kaczynski to tie artificial lures she will call Bombers. 

Vindbjart, a Norwegian soccer team, sold striker Kenneth Kristensen to 

division rival Floey for the player's weight in fresh prawns. 
9/30/02. 

FOLLOWUP APOCALYPSE: 3/6/06 A Romanian soccer player retired after he found out he 

had been traded for 33 pounds of meat. 

2./10/03 A woman is suing a Lexington, Ky., surgeon and University of Kentucky 

sports booster because he cauterized "UK" onto her uterus before removing it 

in a hysterectomy. (See below.) 

Rams receiver Travis Taylor and his wife dressed as Kobe Bryant and the 

woman who had accused him of assault (the charges were later dropped) at a 

Halloween party. 

11/17/03 

Upon further review ... Three years after his Halloween appearance as Kobe, Taylor, who last 

played for the Lions in 2008, was Tasered by police during a New Year's Day disturbance 

outside of a Minneapolis nightclub. 

4/17/06 Army finished third in the men's and women's NCAA rifle championships. 

Upon further review ... Since '06, Army's highest finish in the NCAA Rifle 

Championships has been two seconds as titles have gone to Alaska-Fairbanks (twice), West 

Virgnia, TCU and Kentucky. 

In formal complaints to the FCC, a man said Prince's Super Bowl halftime 

performance left him with erectile dysfunction, while a woman complained it 

might turn her son gay. 

3/19/07 

Upon further review ... The woman who complained about the Prince Super Bowl performance 

was particularly concerned because one of her sons "had hoped to be a quarterback" but "now he 

will turn out gay." It is not known whether he either turned out to be a QB or gay or, for that 

matter, a gay QB. 



7/2.7/09 In an ad on the Lions' website for streaming video of old games, fans of the 

team, which went 0-16 last year, were exhorted to RELIVE THE 2008 

SEASON. 

New York City office workers who ran out of confetti during the Yankees' 

World Series parade instead threw confidential financial documents, 

including pay stubs and bank statements. 

11/16/09 

3/14/11 A man in Los Angeles has been making as much as $1,500 per appearance as a 

Pau Gasol impersonator. 

Upon further review ... During the real Gasol's tank job in the 2011 postseason, fans hurled 

repeated insults at impersonator Michael Panter such as "Gasol, you suck!" Still, Panter soldiers 

on, searching for bookings on PauDouble.com, where faux Pau "will wear the Laker home 

jersey and shorts, can play basketball, mingle with our guests and make your event 

unforgettable." 

An outbreak of horse herpes in Utah forced participants at a Davis County rodeo 

queen contest to perform their routines on stick ponies. 
6/6/11 

Upon further review ... Though the photos from the stick pony routine were a little absurd, one 

contestant reasoned: "It will give you experience ... if you happen to have a problem like this 

later in life, you already have the experience of riding a stick horse." 

2./13/12. Donald Trump announced plans last week to build a cemetery at his Trump 

National Golf Club in Bedminster, N.J., adjacent to the 5th hole that will be 

the final resting place for himself, his family and any club members who, presumably, pay an 

extra fee for interment. 



APOCALYPTICA BRITANNICA 

Gunghocologist 

Gunghocologist [gong-hoe-col-a-gist], noun. 
1. Idiot with a medical license 

2. Self-involved booster 

Dr. Michael Guiler, the UK brander, is not sorry for his actions, which he said "were not 

intended to demean the patient in any way." The doctor says that, according to the procedure he 

was taught, he must make some kind of mark to delineate the organ's midline, and he chose UK 

"since it made reference to the college of medicine where I received my medical degree." He did 

not add: And where my rooting interests lie, and where I was a fund-raising sponsor for the 

university's basketball museum. 

Eventually, there were several civil suits filed against Dr. Guiler, who continues to practice at 

the Women's Care Center at Central Baptist Hospital in Lexington. According to his lawyer, 

Donald K. Brown of Louisville, Ky., most were dismissed, and the one that did go to trial 

produced a defense verdict. 

"I can tell you this," Brown said, "after this story hit the paper the doctor had patients calling 

him to put UK on them." 

In the Apocalyptic world in which we live, that doesn't even surprise us. 
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